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Since his first day in office, Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir, Undersec-
retary for Defence Industries, continually highlights a concept:
Ecosystem. Everyone agrees that if the Turkish defence and

aerospace industry wishes to achieve its ambitious targets and con-
tinue being successful, it must also work to develop and consolidate
a healthy ecosystem. In order to ensure that such an ecosystem is
established in a healthy and sustainable way, we need to follow the
right communication strategy, where the communication channels
between all the relevant parties are always open.

We sometimes observe exchanges between an official of company
X and an official from potential sub-contractor company Y, where
the former asks the latter: “Are you planning to compete with us?”.
We can easily conclude that such exchanges between companies
are not going lead to a healthy ecosystem in Turkey. I am certain
that you also quite often witness such exchanges within the sector -
or even worse, you may be one of the parties in such a situation.

In this context, the 3rd Project Market event of the Teknokent 
Defence Industry Cluster (TSSK), organised under the auspices of
the Undersecretariat for Defence Industries (SSM), provided us with
a valuable opportunity to discuss this topic, which has been on our
agenda for quite sometime, and to share our own assessments re-
garding the issues and shortfalls we’ve observed in the sector’s
communication strategy.

We are all aware of the financial gap that exists between the com-
panies at the top and bottom of the sector’s pyramid. From the
standpoint of the companies at the bottom of this pyramid, the
TSSK 3rd Project Market was certainly a very successful event, in
allowing the cluster members to demonstrate their skills. 
However, some of the speeches delivered at the event’s opening
session, as well as the presentations delivered by the prime con-
tractors, to be desired with regards to the communication strategy
I mentioned earlier.

Let’s begin by looking at the sub-contractors, and especially the
Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs), at the bottom of the
pyramid. From the speeches given during the opening session, it
might appear that METU and the TSSK are completely satisfied with
the current practices in the sector, and see no need for any change.
However, a different picture is drawn in the one-to-one talks, where
certain issues are openly and frequently expressed. We are certain
that these kinds of issues are also discussed during meetings held
behind closed doors. However, our observation is that these con-
versations generally take place in an environment, where one party
dictates certain things, in other words, where one party dominates

the other, rather than in an environment of open and mutual com-
munication. The effect of this situation on the parties involved can
be easily perceived in the tensions that emerge between them
whenever they come together, for whatever reason or occasion.

In this context, we consider that in the speeches given during these
events, which bring the various actors of the sector together, the rel-
evant parties should make better use of this opportunity by politely
expressing both their wishes and their perception on the current is-
sues, and by focusing more on providing meaningful information
that can then be used to discuss the problems of the sector.

However, when we look at the presentations made by the prime con-
tractors at the event, we can certainly say that they were far from
meeting this expectation. It is somewhat odd that, while delivering
their presentations to an audience composed of sector representa-
tives, the prime contractor companies at the top of the pyramid still
feel the need to cover such standard issues as ‘when they were
founded,’ ‘how many engineers they have,’ and ‘what their main
products are.’ This entails a lack of efficiency for both the company
giving the presentation and the audience. We think that when a
prime contractor company from a leading defence and aerospace
industry in the world - one that has become a brand in its own right
- gives a presentation at an event, we are certain that the audience
already know this company quite well (and if some of them don’t,
then it’s their own fault). Moreover, this kind of promotional activity
is not appropriate for such a platform. What draws the audience to
events like these and makes them listen to the prime contractors’
presentations are questions such as ‘What does that prime contrac-
tor think about the particular subjects covered during this event,
and/or what are its strategies on this subject?’ We should observe
that, in the international events we have been involved in until now,
we haven’t seen leading foreign companies begin their presentations
with a company introduction.

Since the MSI Turkish Defence Review is, at the same time, a mutual
communication platform for the sector, we cannot think of it as sep-
arate from the sector. We are also aware of our responsibility in
shedding light on the various problems that might hamper or ob-
struct the sector’s efforts in achieving its objectives, and in drawing
attention to these problems in order to ensure that they are resolved.
By working to keep such issues on the agenda within the framework
of our responsibilities, we believe that we can contribute to the tan-
gible steps being taken and help to resolve them.

We hope to see you again in our March issue, in which we will share
the most significant and outstanding developments from February.

Turkish SMEs have no Problems, and 
Turkish Prime Contractors are not Known

Ümit BAYRAKTAR     
Managing Editor

EDITOR
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In January, the Undersecretariat for Defence Industries 
(SSM) published on its website a series of new tender 

announcements and request for information documents for its
projects predicted to begin soon:
n On January 4, the SSM published a Request for Information

Document concerning the PEM Fuel Cell Technologies and 
Applications for Aerial Vehicles. This document, which was
published for projects anticipating the development of fuel
cell technologies for mini (2 to 20 kg) and Tatical/MALE
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), outlines the minimum and
desired performance parameters expected from these fuel cells.

n On January 12, the SSM published the tender announcement
for the Fast Patrol Boat Project. In accordance with the 
Turkish Naval Force Command’s requirements, this tender
involves the procurement of 8 fast patrol boats with hulls
constructed from fibre-reinforced polymers. For contractors,
the preliminary qualifying criterion for this tender includes
having a permanent shipyard in Turkey.

n On January 12, the Request for Information document, 
concerning the Light/Medium Class Coast Guard Aircraft
Program was published. Published in English, this document
describes the procurement of a newly produced Beechcraft
King Air 350ER aircraft along with its maintenance and 
operational services, as well as the integration of the relevant
sub-systems. This aircraft will fulfil maritime border security,
search and rescue, and maritime surveillance missions. 

n On January 25, the tender announcement for the 
MUHAREBESİM Project was published. This project 
envisages the procurement of the Muharebesim combat 
simulator, which can simulate real combat environments,
and will be used for shooting, tactical and marksman 
training at squad level for  personnel of the Turkish Armed
Forces’ Amphibious Marine Brigade. The project also 
involves the procurement of the building where the 
simulator will be housed, along with the sub-units, kits 
and equipment of the simulator. The tender will also cover
project activities relating to documentation and integrated
logistic support. The tender will only be open to domestic
firms. To qualify, these firms are required to have a 
minimum of five years experience in modelling and 
simulation development for the defence industry, and 
employ a minimum of 30 personnel.

n On January 27, the SSM announced the publication of the
Request for Proposal Document of the Flexible-Layered
Cage Armour System Project. The Flexible-Layered Cage
Armour System Project was initiated on January 20, 2016, 
to meet the requirements of the Turkish Land Forces 
Command, the Turkish National Police and Turkish 
Gendarmerie General Command. The project’s Request 
for Proposal was issued on January 26 specifically to the 
following companies: ROKETSAN, Nurol Technology, 
FNSS, Otokar and BMC.
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In January, news came from
ASELSAN of three more

awards. The first of these was
first prize for a doctoral 
thesis conducted at 
ASELSAN, with the title 
‘A New Method for the Design
of a 2-18 GHz Switched 
Multiplexer’. The award was
presented by the Technology
Development Foundation of
Turkey (TTGV) for the 5th 
Dr. Akın Çakmakçı Thesis
Awards and was organised
together with the Eskisehir
Chamber of Industry . This
thesis was the work of Bülent
Alıcıoğlu, from the Microwave
Products Group of the 
ASELSAN REHİS Sectoral
Vice Presidency, prepared
under the supervision and 
counselling of Prof. Dr. Nevzat
Yıldırım, faculty member at
the Department of Electrical
and Electronics Engineering
of the Middle East Technical
University (METU). The award
ceremony for this competition
was held in Eskişehir on 
January 20.
In its statement released on
January 27, ASELSAN 
remarked on the following
regarding its award-winning
thesis: The Switched 
Multiplexer Module 
(SW-MUX) is an indispensible
component of Electronic
Warfare (EW) receivers 
operating in signal-intensive

environments. SW-MUX 
devices are a combination of
switchable microwave filters
that can be adjusted as 
required, and which assist
the effective operation of 
receivers by closing 
unnecessary or interfering
bands, so as to allow the
bandwidth of the receiver to
match the frequency band of
the radars in its environment.
The SW-MUX modules used
in ASELSAN-manufactured
systems are produced by a 
limited number of companies
around the world. 
The objective of this doctorate
thesis was to develop a 
domestic version of this 
SW-MUX device that is 
currently procured from 
abroad. As the patent for this
product belongs to another
company, there was a need 
to develop an original and 
indigenous structure 
employing a novel theoretical
approach. As a result of the
development activities 

conducted within the scope 
of this thesis, ASELSAN has
been able to successfully 
design a higher performance,
more modular, similar-sized
and lower cost indigenous
module covering the 
2-18 GHz band that can be
used in its on-going projects.
Prototypes of this module
were produced, the necessary
patent applications were
made and serial production
activities with domestic 
capabilities have been 
initiated. So far, nearly 

100 units of these modules
have been produced and 
over the next five years the
production of about 
1,000 units is planned.
News of a second award
came from the 14th TESİD 
Innovation and Creativity
Awards organised by the 
Association of Electronics
and Information Industries of
Turkey (TESİD). At the award
ceremony held on January 26,
ASELSAN won the Innovative
Product Award in the Large
Companies category for its
“aselsan HZR™ Torpedo 
Counter-Measure System 
for Surface Vessels.” At this 
ceremony, held in Işık 
University Maslak Campus,
the award was received on
behalf of ASELSAN by 
Mustafa Kaval, the Vice 
President of ASELSAN.
The last news of an award
was announced by ASELSAN
in its press release published
on January 28. In the 26th
Printed Circuit Board (PCB)
Technology Leadership
Awards (TLA)-2015 competition

MSI DEFENCE NEWS
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A Month of
Awards 
for ASELSAN

First prize in the 5th Dr. Akın Çakmakcı Thesis Awards Competition
was given to a doctoral thesis undertaken at ASELSAN. 

The award, given by TESİD, was received by
Mustafa Kaval, Vice President of ASELSAN. 
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organised by Mentor 
Graphics in the field of PBC
technologies, ASELSAN 
won the second prize in the
Defence and Aerospace 
category, with its AVPX-C4C
Avionics Processing Board.
The electronic card designs
in this competition were 
assessed by a jury consisting
of worldwide renowned 
experts in the electronics 
industry, who evaluated 
various features and 
characteristics of these 
designs, such as their size,
number of layers, distance
between lines, number of
holes, number of signals,
number of connections, 
and number of high-speed
signals. ASELSAN has 
entered this competition 
before, winning the first prize
in this category back in 2012.
The AVPX-C4C Avionics 
Processing Board utilises
ASELSAN’s new generation

avionic indicators and cockpit
equipment developed for 
civilian and military aircraft.
By means of its different and
high-speed communication
protocols, this board can be
easily adapted to different 
aerial platforms merely by
changing the software. 
ASELSAN has also signed a
new cooperation agreement
in January. In a statement 
released on January 22,
ASELSAN announced the 
signing of a new cooperation
protocol with Gazi University.
This protocol, which 
envisages the conduct of 
joint research projects by
ASELSAN together with the
Engineering, Technology and
Science faculties of Gazi 
University, was signed by
Prof. Dr. Mehmet Türker, 
the Vice Rector of Gazi 
University; Prof. Dr. Metin 
U. Salamcı, the Dean of the
Faculty of Engineering at Gazi

University; Mustafa Kaval, the
Vice President of ASELSAN;
and Serhan Çiçek, the 
Director of Air Defence 
Missile System Programme
at ASELSAN. 
In his speech at the signing
ceremony, Mustafa Kaval,
Vice President of ASELSAN,
said: “Gazi University has 
always been a valued and
well respected university with
which we have built a solid
partnership, in particular
through the Photonics 

Research Centre. With the
protocol we will sign here
today, which will also serve
as a good example of the 
teamwork between the 
industry and universities, 
we plan to further increase
the level of R&D collaboration
between the two institutions.
A tangible project, conducted
jointly by ASELSAN and the
Faculty of Engineering of Gazi
University, will certainly 
be the best and most fruitful
outcome of this protocol.”

ASELSAN and Gazi University signed a cooperation protocol.
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National proficiencies, as defined by the Vocational Qualifications
Authority (MYK) decision number 2016/02, dated January 14,

2016, have been approved and adapted. With this decision, 
authorised certification centres in Turkey will now be able to 
endorse project managers. As a result, in order to receive a National
Project Management Certificate, after having completed their 
relevant training programs, any project manager or candidate with
sufficient experience in their field will be allowed to take practical
and theory examinations at an authorised certification centre. 
This development was actually preceded by a previous application
made to the MYK in 2012 by the NORM Education Consultancy 
Association, the Turkish Professional Project Managers’ Institute
(TPYME), MCM Grup, and the National Professional Project 
Managers’ Conference (UPMK), which was motivated by the view
that, as an occupation, national project manager should be defined

independently from the defence sector or any methodology. 
Following the approval of the application, the National Project 
Manager Professional Standard, effectively entered into effect with
its publication in the official gazette dated December 26, 2013. 
This standard was the product of a combined effort carried out by a
broad range of participants including representatives from different
sectors, such as the construction, informatics and defence industry,
as well as non-governmental organisations and craftsmen 
associations. Following this decision by the MYK, the NORM 
Education Consultancy Association announced that it would start
certificate training on February 13. According to the company’s 
announcement, these training sessions will be conducted over a 
period of three weekends (six days in total). The association 
anticipates receiving its license in mid 2016, when it will become the
first organisation in Turkey to qualify as a certification centre. 

For quite some time, Nurol Holding and
BAE Systems have been planning to 

expand their successful collaboration in the
area of land vehicles to also encompass that
of of aviation. They have formed the joint
Nurol BAE Systems Aerial Systems Inc. but
only in recent days have details concerning
this joint company’s planned activities started
to become clear. Military projects have an
important place on the company’s current

road map. Nurol BAE Systems Aerial Systems Inc., which intends
to take advantage of business opportunities in Turkey and the 
region with its next-generation high-technology products, will be a
company focusing on design and software and one that works on
the development and production of avionics software as well as

electro-optic and avionic products. Plans also include eventual
company growth through acquisitions, in accordance with 
developments. The company was officially established on 
November 9, with Nurol Holding and BAE Systems UK holding 
51 percent and 49 percent of the company shares, respectively.
The company’s initial capital will be ¨31,500,000. The company’s
executive board comprises seven members, as follows:
n Oğuz Çarmıklı (Chairman of the Executive Board)
n Christopher George Boardman (Deputy Chairman of the

Executive Board)
n Engin Aykol (CEO)
n Birol Altan
n Michael Christie
n Feyiz Erdoğan
n Martin Taylor

At the 14th TESİD Innovation and Creativity Awards organised by
the Association of Electronics and Information Industries of Turkey

(TESİD) on January 26, ESEN System Integration won the Product 
Development Process Award in the Small and Medium-scale Enterprises
(SMEs) category for its Wide Area Surveillance System. ESEN provided
a general overview of its system in its press statement concerning this
award, released on February 1. By performing air surveillance, the
Wide Area Surveillance System can provide real-time situational 
awareness of all movements within a 20 km2 area, which roughly
corresponds to the area of a medium-sized city. This system, which
can be installed on both manned and unmanned aerial vehicles, 
collects vital data over a large area. The system includes such 
components as the aerial imaging sub-system, aerial data processing
sub-system, data link and ground station. Images taken from the
imaging system are processed by the aerial data processing 
sub-system and relayed to the ground station. The ground station, on the
other hand, is equipped with software and hardware that can record
and examine the received data, perform analyses based on various
relational databases and geographical information systems, provide
analyses in various forms to the end user, and perform comparisons
with previous data. The system assists in determining the point of 

origin and direction of a vehicle being monitored, while also providing
information on the other vehicles it has encountered on its path.
Concerning this system, Cem Uğur, the General Manager of ESEN
System Integration, provided the following information: “You can think
of this system as a satellite that never leaves the skies over a small
residential area. Usually, satellites can only observe a specific area for
a certain period of time. Our system, on the other hand, provides a
great advantage by enabling continuous surveillance of an area. 
For example, it can provide important coordination support in disaster
recovery activities, as well as in search and rescue activities conducted
across different locations in an area suffering from damage.”

Project Managers Can Now Receive National Certificates

ESEN Receives Product 
Development Process Award

©
ESEN

New Initiative from Nurol Holding for Turkish Aviation





Adding a new project to its
existing ones aiming to

improve the security of critical
infrastructure, HAVELSAN
has effectively become the
cyber security shield of nine
hydroelectric power plants
(HPP) operated by the 
Electricity Generation 
Corporation (EÜAŞ).  
According to its press release
published on January 7, 
HAVELSAN reported that the
HPP IT System Continuity 
Project, initiated in 2014 for
these power plants, had now
reached its final stage. The
cyber security systems for the
two power plants have 
already been established, and
the implementation of these
systems has been successfully
completed. It is scheduled
that the systems to be 
installed in the remaining
power plants will become
operational in the first half of
this year when approval 
procedures are completed.
Once the installation and 
activation procedures 
for all HPPs are completed,
HAVELSAN’s Cyber Defence
Technology Centre 

(SİSATEM), which will be 
opened in the coming months,
will provide remote 
monitoring and protection
services for these power
plants.
The scope of the project 
includes the preparation of an
cyber security inventory 
for the automation and 
informatics systems of the
HPPs -which are operated
with Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition (SCADA)
systems- as well as the 
protection of these systems
against any possible cyber 
attacks and risks, as well as
periodic maintenance during
the project period. In this 
context, to increase the
information security of the
SCADA network in HPPs and
to ensure system continuity,
HAVELSAN will assume 
various tasks, such as the 
improvement of system
rooms, the establishment 
of back-up systems, the 
formation and application 
of security architecture 
topologies, the development
of cyber event monitoring 
capabilities, and the 

enhancement of security
practices.
HAVELSAN’s statement also
explained that the company 
is continuing at full pace with
its projects and activities that
are aiming to reinforce the
cyber security of information
systems in various public 
institutions considered to be
‘critical infrastructures’,
according to the National
Cyber Security Strategy, 
decreed by the relevant 
Council of Ministers Decision
and published in the Turkish
Official Gazette dated 
June 20, 2013. 
Another development for 
HAVELSAN in January was
the awards given to its 
personnel for their innovative
ideas. More than 100 
innovative ideas thought up 
by HAVELSAN personnel 
during 2015 through the 
Innovation Portal were 
preliminarily evaluated by 
the HAVELSAN R&D and
Technology Directorate, 
before undergoing a final 
evaluation by the Technology
Management Board, 
with three of these ideas

eventually being selected as
‘Brilliant Ideas’ deserving of
an award. Those responsible
for these ideas received their
awards from Ahmet Hamdi
Atalay, General Manager and
CEO of HAVELSAN. 
The winners of these awards
were:
n Onur Akkaya (Simulation,

Training and Test Systems
Vice Presidency)

n Zafer Bolat (Simulation,
Training and Test Systems
Vice Presidency)

n Orhan Aksoy (Command
Control and Combat
Systems Vice Presidency /
Istanbul)

Sharing his thoughts on these
ideas and the awards, Atalay
said: “The ideas submitted to
our Innovation Portal are of
great significance for our
company’s future. This
system will help us develop
ideas that could serve as the
basis of projects that might 
be conducted in the future.
During 2016 we envisage 
our staff submitting an
increased number of 
submissions into the 
system.”
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In order to carry out its projects for the
Turkish Naval Forces Command (TNFC)

more effectively, Meteksan Defence is 
opening an R&D office in Teknopark 
Istanbul. Meteksan Defence, which conducts
various projects aimed at developing 
underwater acoustic, sensor and communication
systems to meet the TNFC’s requirements,
described these latest developments in its
press release issued on January 6. 
While the company completed the purchase procedures of its
new office space in Teknopark Istanbul on December 18, it has
not yet been officially opened. Meteksan Defence, which is 
currently in the process of refurbishing these new offices,
plans to be fully operational there within the first quarter of this
year. The company will initially begin activities at its offices with
a core staff. This team will consist entirely of full-time 
personnel living in Istanbul and its surroundings. Depending 
on project requirements there will be intense personnel 
movement from Ankara headquarters during specific periods.
Meteksan Defence plans to meet the personnel requirements
of its new projects by recruiting staff from Istanbul. It is therefore
expected that over time the number of permanent personnel
employed in Teknopark Istanbul will increase. The physical
properties of this office are considered to be sufficient to meet
Meteksan Defence’s project requirements over the next five
years. It is also expected that Meteksan Defence will eventually
consider further expansion in the mid- or long-term.
At its Istanbul Office, Meteksan Defence plans to initially work
on projects focusing on systems engineering, testing and 
integration activities. The office is expected to include work 
environments for conducting algorithm development, as well
as an independent area for testing and integration. In addition,
there will also be spaces for meetings and general use.
Based on its current on-going projects and its potential 
business volume, Meteksan Defence expects its Teknopark 
Istanbul Office will be used primarily for its Underwater Acoustic
Systems Programme. Since all of its platform integration 
partners with which it works directly, as a sonar system 
supplier, are located in Teknopark Istanbul, the company 
considers that the location of its new office will generate 

considerable synergy. In addition, the fact that many shipyards,
as well as companies working at various levels on underwater
technologies are situated near Teknopark Istanbul will 
contribute to the synergy provided by the new office. It is also
expected that the underwater research conducted by 
universities in Istanbul will further reinforce the cooperation
between the industry and universities. Meteksan Defence,
which hasn’t been able to sufficiently tap into this potential 
for cooperation in Istanbul, will now be in a better position 
to benefit from the existing opportunities for cooperation. 
Finally, with its Teknopark Istanbul Office, Meteksan Defence
will now be situated closer to the Turkish Naval Research 
Centre Command (ARMERKOM), the most competent 
institution in Turkey in the area of underwater systems 
and technologies.
Recalling that their activities in Istanbul will focus mainly on
underwater acoustic projects, Özgür Cankara, Vice General
Manager of Meteksan, said: “In these projects, cooperation 
between R&D and operation units of the Turkish Naval Forces
in Istanbul is both essential and indispensible.  With our 
Teknopark Istanbul Office, we will be closer to the end user.
The infrastructure we will soon establish for naval testing will
be integrated to the activities of Teknopark Istanbul.”  On the
other hand, Murat Erciyes, General Manager of Meteksan 
Defence, shared his thoughts as follows: “We have opened an
R&D office in Teknopark Istanbul to be closer to the Naval 
Forces. This will play an essential role in the conduct and 
success of our projects’ R&D activities, and also attract our
suppliers and business partners in Istanbul into our projects to
a greater degree. In this respect, our initiative is fully in line
with Teknopark Istanbul’s vision of supporting innovation.” 
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Meteksan Defence
Opens Istanbul Office

With the latest protocol
signed with Bahçeşehir

University, STM has further
expanded the scale of its 
cooperation with universities.
This protocol, concerning 
the development and 
marketing of sensor and
combat systems, was signed
on January 8 by Davut Yılmaz,
the General Manager of STM;
Ömer Korkut, the Deputy 
General Manager of STM;
Prof. Dr. Ali Güngör, the Vice
President of Bahçeşehir 

University; and Selçuk Özyurt,
the Coordinator of the R&D
and Innovation Projects Unit.
Noting that with this protocol
their intention is to present
high technology innovative
sensor and combat system
products to the domestic and
international markets, 
Yılmaz said: “In high 
technology products 

requiring intensive R&D
input, cooperation with 
academic institutions is 
critically important. 
The objective of this protocol
that we, as STM, have 
signed with Bahçeşehir 
University is to assume a 
leading role in the sector 
by producing joint and 
indigenous solutions 

within the context of the 
cooperation between the 
industry and academic 
institutions. Through 
these activities, we plan
to develop technologies 
and products that will 
contribute added value to
Turkey and realise 
considerable demand in the
international markets.”

STM to Work with Bahçeşehir University on
Sensor and Combat Systems
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TEI, the third largest 
supplier after GE and

Snecma of the CFM LEAP 
engine, the most preferred
aircraft engine in Airbus’ and
Boeing’s new generation 
single-aisle passenger planes,
carried out the delivery of the
blisks it produced for these
LEAP engines at a ceremony
held on January 25, which also
happens to be the anniversary
of the company’s founding.
Within the scope of the 
agreement signed between
TEI and GE, TEI produces
blisks for five different levels
of the engine. TEI’s business
volume regarding the LEAP
engine blisk parts is expected

to reach a total of $1.2 billion
by 2035.
At the ceremony attended by
members of the Board of 
Directors; Muharrem Dörtkaşlı,
Chairman of the TEI Board of
Directors, shared the following
thoughts and assessments
with the audience: 
“Our company, which is 
Turkey’s largest aircraft 
engine company, and which is 
celebrating its 31st anniversary,
will with the support of its 
shareholders continue on its
path, growing and becoming 

a larger family with every 
passing day. Only a few 
companies around the world
have the necessary 
manufacturing technology,
discipline, and quality 
processes that would enable
them to participate in project
for the production of the blisks
used in new generation 
engines - and this is for this
reason that we are all 
gathered here today. As TEI,
we are proud to be part of this
important project. For this
reason, I would like to thank

GE for its trust in TEI, and also
the personnel of TEI for 
creating this trust and their
successful performance.” 
Following Dörtkaşlı’s speech,
Prof. Dr. Mahmut F. Akşit, the
President and CEO of TEI, 
celebrated the 31st anniversary
of TEI’s foundation, and 
congratulated all the personnel
who took part in the blisk 
project.   The ceremony then
concluded with special plaques
being presented to mark the
day to the Members of the
Board of Directors.

TEI Celebrates
its 31st 
Anniversary
with a 
New Delivery
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HÜRKUŞ Begins its 
Dangerous Dance in the Skies

The HÜRKUŞ has recently begun performing its spin tests,
one of the most difficult stages in the sequence of tests 

necessary for the aircraft’s certification. In the press release
published on January 22, TAI described that the spin tests for
the aircraft were recently initiated at TAI’s facilities at Akıncı,
following the completion of initial tests performed under 
normal flight conditions, and that the first stage of these spin
tests have been executed successfully. The spin test is a 
procedure where aircraft is deliberately put in an abnormal
flight situation known as spin, in order to test its ability to 
escape the spin in a safe and reliable manner. These tests will
involve a lengthy and arduous process where more than 500
abnormal situations will be tested under different conditions
and configurations. As part of the measures for ensuring the
safety of the HÜRKUŞ test pilots during these high risk tests, 
a spin recovery parachute was also installed on the tail of the
aircraft. 
During the first spin test, executed on January 20, TC-VCH, the
first prototype of the HÜRKUŞ performing the test, was closely
monitored by means of indicators at the TAI Telemetry Centre,
as well as cameras installed on the aircraft. The TC-VCH was
followed from the air by the second prototype, TC-VCI.
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The second Golden Cube Awards, organised by Teknopark
Istanbul, was held on January 22 at the Teknopark 

Istanbul Conference Hall, where this year’s winners received
their awards. In accordance with the organisation, the 
candidates applied directly and the winners were determined
by a public vote. The winners were established by the votes 
of 5,217 people, and their awards were presented by Dr. Ata
Şenlikci, the President of the Board of Directors of Teknopark
Istanbul and the Head of the Department of R&D and 
Technology Management, SSM, and by Dr. İsmail Arı, the 
General Manager of Teknopark Istanbul.   
The individuals, companies and projects that won this year’s
Golden Cube Awards were as follows:
n Company of the Year: MOTEK
n Manager of the Year: Duygu Dağlıkoca (İLKO)
n Team of the Year: TEI Istanbul Office
n Product of the Year: MTA Turkuaz Indigenous Seismic 

Research Ship (SEFT)
n Project of the Year: Bionic Hand (FİGES)

n Company of the Year Providing the Most Employment 
Opportunities: PAVO

n Company of the Year Most Benefitting from Grants:
CTECH

n The Highest Exporting Company of the Year: SIEMENS
n Company of the Year Producing the Largest Number 

of Projects:  ARDİ FARMA
n Best Defence Company of the Year: ASELSAN
n Best Incubator Company of the Year: INDOORA
n Best University-Teknopark Project of the Year: 

Internship Programme between Istanbul Commerce 
University and Istanbul Teknopark

Marine General Joseph F. Dunford, Chairman of the US Joint
Chiefs of Staff, visited Turkey on January 6. During his 

visit, General Dunford held meetings with Prime Minister 
Prof. Dr. Ahmet Davutoğlu and General Hulusi Akar, the 
Commander of the Turkish Armed Forces. He also joined a 
number of meetings held at the Turkish General Staff. The 
meetings covered various topics such as DAESH, relations with
Russia and Iran, the refugee problem and border security.

Teknopark Istanbul Awards
Those Making a Difference

General Dunford Visits Ankara
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NASA, which has relied on commercial organisations to
transport cargo to and from International Space Station

(ISS) since the retirement of the Space Shuttle, has recently
signed new contracts concerning the cargo services. The 
companies selected as part of the Commercial Resupply 
Services 2 (CRS-2) programme were announced on January 14,
with the companies Orbital ATK, Sierra Nevada Corporation
(SNC) and SpaceX being chosen for cargo services between
2019-2024. In accordance with their contracts, each company
will perform at least six missions to the ISS. The total cost of
the contracts is expected to reach $14 billion.
In its press release published on the same day, SNC provided
information regarding the Dream Chaser Cargo System 
it will use within the scope of the CRS-2. The cargo version 
of the Dream Chaser spacecraft - which was developed by 
SNC over a period of 10 years for manned missions - to 
reach the ISS will be launched by rocket from the earth, 
whilst returning to the earth with a runway landing similar 
to the Space Shuttle. The main features of the system are 
listed as follows:
n In contrast to the original Dream Chaser vehicle, the cargo

version has folding wings that enable the vehicle to fit in the
payload compartments of different rockets. SNC 
emphasises that the vehicle is not dependent on a specific
rocket design.

n In its pressurised and non-pressurised compartments, 
the Dream Chaser Cargo System will be able to transport 
up to 5,500 kg of cargo to the ISS, well above the 
requirements of the CRS-2 program.

n Another feature of the Dream Chaser Cargo System is its
reusability, with the same vehicle having a minimum 
lifespan of 15 missions. SNC notes that the reusability 
feature will not only bring cost-related advantages, but also
reduce the amount of time necessary to prepare the vehicle
for its next flight.

n The vehicle will enter the atmosphere with a low G force,
and make a soft landing on runways like an aircraft. This will
enable the results of sensitive experiments performed on
the ISS to be brought to the earth with an equal level of 
sensitivity and a minimum level of disturbance or damage.
The pressurised compartments of the Dream Charge Cargo
System will allow experimental results to be brought to
earth under the same conditions and with the same level 
of purity as when they were first loaded onto the vehicle. 
All these features will allow the experimental results 
brought to the earth from the ISS to be accessed and used
more rapidly after the vehicle lands.

n The Dream Chaser Cargo System will use non-toxic fuel and
consumables. SNC underlines that in terms of eco-friendliness
the vehicle will be a first in the history of spacecraft.
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The SNC Dream Chaser 
at NASA’s Service
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Ümit BAYRAKTAR: In 2015, national 
participation of the Turkish defence 
and aerospace industry at exhibitions
was organised under the coordination 
of SSI, and in cooperation with the 
Undersecretariat for Defence Industries
(SSM). How would you evaluate 
the last year in terms of fairs?
Latif Aral ALİŞ: With every passing year,
we carry out more efficient and effective
studies in terms of organising and par-
ticipating in exhibitions. This year, we
achieved a high level of representation in
cooperation with SSM. Based on its ex-
perience, our promotion unit, TDA, has
started to work proficiently in this field.
Last year, we experienced IDEF 2015 to-
gether. When the number of foreign par-
ticipants and the general number of
visitors are taken into account, we can
say that international interest in our de-
fence industry continues to increase. 
We won the Collective Stand Medal 
at MSPO 2015 exhibition, held in Kielce,
Poland between September 1 and 4,
2015 for the construction and stand lay-
out of the Turkish Pavilion. We had ‘In-
ternational Partner’ status when we
attended the DSEI 2015 exhibition that
was organized in London, Britain be-
tween September 15 and 18, 2015. 
Our profile is increasing with every year.

Ümit BAYRAKTAR: What do you think
about the industry’s success in terms 
of participation in exhibitions? 
Are there any areas in the sector that 
require improvement? Can you share
your thoughts on this subject?
Latif Aral ALİŞ: For us, promotion comes
first. That is why I think we are success-
ful; however, we are not confined to these
achievements. As we now have the new
Turkey logo and the motto ‘Discover The
Potential’, the use of the brand will be
carried out in a more strict and disci-
plined way. In view of this, not only the
defence and aerospace industry, but oth-
ers too will be able to function in terms
of branding and differentiation within a
broader framework in terms of national
participation at exhibitions.  I believe that
from this year onwards, most exhibitions
will attract a higher number of partici-
pants, will have a much broader range of
products, and include impressive pre-
sentations prepared by professional
agencies, which will make a difference.

Ümit BAYRAKTAR: In 2015 the TDA 
website won awards in one international

and one national competition. How would
you evaluate this success for TDA?
Latif Aral ALİŞ: Our Promotion Group
has begun to make use of their experi-
ence and, using the experience they have
gained, are now conducting work more
effectively and have started to sign up for

some quality jobs.  Of course, these
awards show us that we are heading in
the right direction; however, going in the
right direction is not enough. We need to
head in the right direction faster, more
efficiently and reach a larger audience.
Accordingly, these awards motivate us to
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Last year was a busy one for the Defence and Aerospace
Industry Exporters’ Association (SSI) and Turkish 
Defence Alliance (TDA), with plans to participate in 
many fairs and exhibitions on the agenda. 
We interviewed with Latif Aral Aliş, Chairman of the
Board, SSI, and Chairman, TDA, regarding his 
evaluation of 2015 and targets for 2016.
Ümit BAYRAKTAR / ubayraktar@milscint.com

Latif Aral ALİŞ, Chairman of the 
Board, SSI and TDA: 

Our Export Target
for 2016 is 
Two Billion Dollars
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work harder. Once again, I would like to
congratulate all my colleagues for their
efforts in this regard.

Ümit BAYRAKTAR: Could you tell us about
what activities are planned for 2016? What
kinds of innovation await the industry?
Latif Aral ALİŞ: The world is now in a
digital era. Information spreads quickly.
However, it’s also an era in which the ac-
curacy of this information is not ques-
tioned, so when false or inaccurate
information is spread, bias and pre-
judgement can rapidly ensue.  This is
why the promotional and communica-

tions related activities we undertake to
cover digital world and to develop plat-
forms that can be used as a reference to
verify information and as an information
source. I would like to share the latest
developments in this area with you.
We will be diversifying our promotional
activities. We will organise Road Shows
in different locations to address our tar-
get markets abroad. We will adopt a
more active promotional approach by
forming delegations to organise meet-
ings during these events. We are plan-
ning to organise a workshop in order to
identify our alliance’s future strategies.

Ümit BAYRAKTAR: How would you 
evaluate the industry’s 2015 export 
performance?
Latif Aral ALİŞ: Last year, compared
with 2014, Turkey’s general exports
were down by 8.7 percent. Exports of
all industries were lower compared
with 2014. Among the industrial 
sectors, defence and aerospace was
the only sector that increased its 
exports; we realised exports of $1.655
billion in 2015. Our sector is in the 
position of being the most reliable in-
dustry in Turkey. I think this is very im-
portant.

Ümit BAYRAKTAR: Can you inform us
about your targeted export figures 
for 2016?
Latif Aral ALİŞ: Throughout 2015, the 
export figures were below average;
however, based on our increasing per-
formance in the last quarter, we are
hopeful for 2016. I believe that this
year, we can achieve an export level
above 2 billion dollars. The interna-
tional agenda is pretty active, so in the
current environment I consider this
figure as a challenging but possible
target to achieve. 

On behalf of our readers, we would like
to thank Latif Aral Aliş, Chairman of the
Board, SSI and Chairman of TDA, for
taking the time to answer our questions
and for providing us with such valuable
information.
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Turkey participated in the DSEI 2015 exhibition, which was held in London, UK between September 15 and 18, 2015, as the ‘International Partner’.

The Turkish Defence Alliance (TDA) received the ‘collective stand medal’ for the construction and layout of the stands
in the Turkish Pavilion at MSPO 2015 that was held in Kielce, Poland between September 1 and 4, 2015.



MSI TDR: Currently, ONUR A.Ş. 
operates primarily in the fields of 
IP based voice communication, air traffic
control and meteorological systems.  
We can see that while you undertake 
the role of a system integrator in some 
of your projects, in others you participate
with your indigenous products. 
With this in mind, how would you define
ONUR A.Ş.?
Cengiz DEDE: Our company is celebrat-
ing its 35th anniversary this year. Since
our establishment, our work style has
evolved in line with our country’s
changing dynamics. In the early years of
our company, we started to gain expe-
rience in the defence sector by cooper-
ating with companies known as “NATO
contractors”. In the following years, we
improved our integration capabilities by
working together with foreign compa-
nies on various projects. Some time
later, this process made us one of the
integrator companies meeting the re-
quirements of the Turkish Air Force
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ONUR A.Ş., that has gone beyond the conventional Small
and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SME) approach with 

the projects it has conducted so far, continues its 
development and growth with its indigenous products,
with the integration projects performed on its own and

with its  reputation as a reliable partner for prime 
contractors. Cengiz Dede, Director General of ONUR A.Ş.,
informed us about the company’s IP based voice system

solutions, integration projects and future objectives. 
Şebnem ASİL / s.asil@milscint.com

Ümit BAYRAKTAR / ubayraktar@milscint.com
Vehbi TUNCA / v.tunca@milscint.com

Cengiz DEDE, Director General, ONUR A.Ş.:   

“Our objective is to 
become Turkey’s most 
competent company in 

the field of IP based voice 
communication systems.”



(TurAF) Command as the prime con-
tractor, especially in the field of air traf-
fic control systems. In 2005, we decided
to develop our own products and now
we have become one of the few compa-
nies that are capable of working with
the Undersecretariat for Defence In-
dustries (SSM) as the prime contractor.
Our company, which is an SME, oper-
ates in the three main fields you have
already mentioned -  IP based voice
communication systems, air traffic con-
trol systems, and meteorological sys-
tems - and we are working with civil and
military clients in these three fields.
In the light of this, I can best define our
company as an ‘engineering, experi-
ence and results’ oriented development
house for software and hardware and
an integrator SME.

MSI TDR: Can you inform us about the
number and profile of ONUR A.Ş. 
employees and what is your approach 
towards finding the right personnel? 
It is often said that it’s hard to find 
personnel with the right qualifications in
this sector, especially in terms of SMEs.
What is your approach in this matter? 

Cengiz DEDE: As of the end of Decem-
ber we have become a family of 64 peo-
ple. We have a team consisting of 48
engineers, eight technicians and ad-
ministrative staff. When hiring person-
nel, we give priority to the CVs that are
backed by references. In addition, we
use the databases of specialist human
resources companies. It’s fair to say
that we’re quite selective in terms of
human resources. We prefer to work
with people who can comply with ONUR
A.Ş.’s meticulous working style and its
corporate identity, which has been
formed over the years. What we care for
most is harmony in the workplace. 
I believe that the happiness of our em-
ployees makes a very valuable contri-
bution to ONUR A.Ş.

The Address for IP Based
Voice Solutions
MSI TDR: We know that you have 
developed numerous products 
indigenously in the field of IP based voice
communication. Can you tell us about

these products and their areas 
of use? Also, what are the advantages 
of your solutions over those of your 
competitors?
Cengiz DEDE: In addition to our indige-
nously developed IP Based Voice Com-
munication System (IP VCS), we have
IP Based Voice Recording and Replay
Systems. In addition, we have also in-
digenously produced a Mobile Air 
Traffic Control Tower that can take
over whenever the tower is out of serv-
ice due to emergencies or mainte-
nance related reasons. It has already
been delivered for the Turkish Armed
Forces (TAF).
Enabling the interoperability of client
radios and telephones without IP capa-
bility, together with the next generation
IP based communication sources, se-
cures the investment made by the
client. In order to meet these needs, we
have indigenously designed and pro-
duced solutions to adapt radio and tele-
phone systems to networking (IP)
environment.
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ONUR A.Ş., indigenously produced a Mobile Air Traffic Control Tower 
that can carry out mission operation whenever the main tower is out 
of use due to emergencies or maintenance related reasons. 
It has already been supplied to the Turkish Armed Forces (TAF).



Our IP VCS solution can be used in
many fields and since the system works
independently of the radio type. It can
be used operationally to enable com-
munication among radio and other de-
vices - such as telephone or others -
and in the context of all other needs in
terms of their management. The follow-
ing areas, mainly air traffic control, can
be added to the list of implementation
areas:
n Internal and external communication

solutions for surface and underwater
platforms,

n Communication solutions for 
command and control purposes in
satellite ground control stations and

n Internal communication solutions 
for land vehicles.

It is possible to extend the list by adding
all kinds of communication manage-
ment requirements for command and
control.
In the field of IP based voice communi-
cation systems, our competitors are
large multinational companies. Our
greatest advantage over these compa-
nies is that our software and hardware
are at the cutting edge of technology
since they all are developed in the last
five years. Likewise, having developed
the product’s software and hardware
indigenously, it provides us great flexi-
bility in the solutions we offer to our
clients. Of course, like every other in-
digenously developed product, begin-
ning from the first unit procured, this
product offers a large cost advantage

all through its life
cycle when compared
to its foreign equiva-
lents.

MSI TDR: In which
projects has IP VCS
been used to date?
Cengiz DEDE: The Air
Defence Radio Net-
work Project that is
developed for TurAF
is currently in the
field approval phase.
When the project is
completed, more
than 175 operators

will be using our IP VCS products to
control Turkey’s air space through the
IP network. I can say that this project is
one of the world’s largest ‘Network
Supported Capability’ projects in terms
of communication systems.
The product we have developed is used
in the ground control station of the
GÖZCÜ unmanned aerial vehicle pro-
gramme. Similarly, last May we signed
an agreement with TAI for the use of our
IP VCS system at the ANKA-S Ground
Control Station and we have already
started to deliver our products.
We are also in talks with ASELSAN’s for
the use of the same product in various
projects conducted by ASELSAN as the
prime contractor.
In early 2015, we developed a sub-prod-
uct of IP VCS to be used on ships as an
internal communication solution. We
have informed SSM and Istanbul Ship-
yard Command about our competency
and we are working hard to add in-ve-
hicle and in-cabin  communication so-
lutions to our product family within this
year.
In parallel to our work in the defence
and aviation industry, we participated as
the sole local producer in the tender for
‘IP Based Voice Communication and
Recording / Replay System for the 4
Civil Airports’ conducted by General Di-
rectorate of State Airports Authority
(DHMİ) and we won the tender by bet-
tering the world’s most renown large
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IP VCS

Voice communication between the aircraft and technicians on the ground is also within ONUR A.Ş.’s areas of interest.
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ONUR A.Ş. is continuing with its 
efforts to export the mobile tower

solution to North Africa 
and the Middle East.

VCS producers in both technical and fi-
nancial terms. This success has proven
that in a new world with totally different
standards, we are one of the few compa-
nies that is capable of selling VCS and
Voice Recording System / VRS not only in
Turkey, but also throughout the world.

MSI TDR: The Mobile Tower System 
developed by ONUR A.Ş. is being used by
TurAF. Are there new demands for this
product and what is your market forecast?
Cengiz DEDE: We first developed the
mobile tower for TurAF and offered it
for their use. Recently, we have been
working on the technical requirements
of a project conducted by SSM to meet
the needs of another command for a
mobile tower. I hope our product will be
selected for this project, so that it en-
ters the inventory of another customer.
We believe that after starting to use our
mobile tower solution, the demand for
our product will further increase due to
the flexible scenarios and the conven-
ience of the solution. Furthermore, as
long as the number of low capacity air-
ports that are rarely used increase, we
can foresee the mobile tower be used at
these airports too.
Our initiatives for the export of the mo-
bile tower solution to North Africa and
the Middle East are also underway.

MSI TDR: What are your plans to expand
your product family? Are we going to see
new products?

Cengiz DEDE: One of our most basic
strategies is to remain focused. That is
why we prefer to expand our product
portfolio by developing sub products in
our current areas of competence. How-
ever, this never holds us back when it
comes to creating a new competency
area on the vertical scale. What I mean
by this is that we are cautious but not
conservative.
In order to keep pace with improving
technology, the products continually
need to be updated with new software
or hardware components and this is a
field in which we invest a serious
amount of effort. 
Naturally, the variety of the implemen-
tation areas of the products brings to-
gether a series of differentiations,
specifically in terms of environmental
conditions, and accordingly new de-
signs and adaptations. In addition to
the differences in naval, air and ground
applications, we are also closely mon-
itoring the differences between mili-
tary and civil standards. We adapt our
products in accordance with these re-
quirements and, if needs be, we certify
them.
I can summarise this as follows: Our
priority is to maintain our product lines
in order to meet all kinds of client
needs. While working on new applica-
tions of our existing products, we are al-
ways on the lookout for the vertical
expansion of new engineering initia-
tives.

The First Turkish Company
that Developed VCS in
Compliance with Standards
MSI TDR: In addition to your product
portfolio, when we consider civil 
and military users and the standards 
in this field, we see that there are 
different certification needs. 
Would you tell us about your activities 
in this field?
Cengiz DEDE: In order to meet the stan-
dard requirements that are dependent
on environmental conditions, we are
continuing to work in line with the proj-
ect requirements. Additionally, in 2015,
particularly in terms of the require-
ments for civil aviation, we conducted
serious studies on the compatibility of
our product IP VCS with the standards
set by EUROCONTROL in Europe.
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In order to ensure the cooperation of IP
based voice communication system so-
lutions in the civil aviation activities in
Europe, a standard called ED-137 is
being developed by EUROCONTROL.
Manufacturers and users participate
in the working groups that are formed
to develop this standard and the re-
quirements are defined or updated
with the support of the stakeholders.
In 2015, Onur A.Ş. was invited to 
EUROCONTROL’s working group 
WG-67 as a regular member, chiefly as
a result of our knowledge and experi-
ence on IP based voice communication
systems. After we had proved our 
competence in the working group
meeting held in Prague about the devel-
opment of ED-137 standard, we were
accepted as a regular member of an-
other group working on VOIP security.
We are very proud that we are not only
a company that is trying to meet the
standards for its products in Turkey, but
also a company that now has a say in
the improvement of this standard
across the world. In order to support
these works and to promote our 
company abroad more efficiently, 
we will take part in the World Air 
Traffic Management Congress (World
ATM Congress) to be held in Madrid on
March 8-10, 2016 at stand no. 1320. 
Our work in this field will continue 
to expand. One of our medium-term
goals is to produce other air traffic 
control systems in Turkey and have a
say in that field, as well in terms of
standards.

MSI TDR: Regarding the working group
participation you mentioned, there is an
issue: It is often criticised in the sector
that companies do not attend such 
events frequently enough. 
On the other hand, such events 
may have costs as work force, 
transportation and accommodation 
for the companies. What are the 
benefits of attending such events 
for ONUR A.Ş.? Would you like to give 
a message to the sector on the 
attendance of such events?
Cengiz DEDE: In fact, this is directly re-
lated to your understanding. If you par-
ticipate in these working groups only to
be seen there, it can be considered as a
cost for companies. However, if the out-
puts of the working group you partici-
pate in is directly related to your
product, you save the time that would

have been allocated to developing an
accurate road map, making a correct
evaluation and understanding the stan-
dard for development. This gives you
the chance to spend that saved time in
product development. From this point of
view, participating in a working group
directly decreases your development
costs.
While we will continue to participate in
this and similar working groups that are
related to our products and areas of ex-
pertise, we are also cautious and selec-
tive on this matter. I recommend a
similar approach to all stakeholders in
the sector.
We think these activities are significant
steps and ones that help us to be recog-
nised and accepted abroad.

Our References Concerning
the Integration Projects 
are Very Good
MSI TDR: When we examine your 
projects, we see that in addition 
to the tasks that are directly related 
to the main theme of the project, you also
undertake certain others that differ 
from your field of activity. For example,
in one of your projects you undertook the
role of building the fixed air control
tower, whereas in another project, 
you were responsible for the entire 
mobile air traffic control tower, 
the platform on which it was installed
and the elevation mechanism of the
tower. How can a company the size of
ONUR A.Ş. handle such diverse projects?
Some companies of a similar size 
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Air control systems are among the areas where ONUR A.Ş.’s products are used.

may take the approach, “We should not
be dealing with these kinds of projects”.
What is yours?
Cengiz DEDE: You are right. We have
worked in all these different areas.
However, I would like to mention that,
if the project we undertake requires a
construction or production specific to
the project, we do not refrain from
such tasks.  We design those projects
and of course we work with subcon-
tractors for the fieldwork. Our main
principle is, in order to deliver projects
to our clients at the maximum level of
suitability and satisfaction, to keep the
core competency within the company
and to work with subcontractors wher-
ever needed.
Being an SME enables us to act
promptly and be highly flexible. Some-
times, based on these features and our
self-confidence in our capabilities, we
may show more willing for certain
projects than large-scale companies,
which would refrain from being in-
volved.

MSI TDR: Usually, integration projects
are considered to be challenging and to

have a very high potential for delay. How
would you evaluate ONUR A.Ş. from this
perspective?
Cengiz DEDE: We have very good refer-
ences for our integration activities on
numerous platforms, especially when it
comes to air traffic control systems. In
the context of the MELTEM project, we
carried out the integration and assem-
bly of the systems to be established by
Thales Communications France, in
Turkey. We have also integrated new
type electronic systems on more than
100 platforms of Turkish Naval Forces
Command and Coast Guard Command.
As the subcontractor for Lockheed Mar-
tin, we installed Vessel Traffic Control
Systems for the Bosphorus and the
Dardanelles (the Straits).
Today, our company installs all C-band
meteorology radars in Turkey as turn-
key projects. This project required a
very advanced logistical operation and
we handled that successfully.
We’ve never had negative feedback
while carrying out any of these projects.
I can emphatically say that this success
is a result of our many years of exten-
sive integration experience.

MSI TDR: What are the current projects
that are on the agenda of ONUR A.Ş.?
Cengiz DEDE: We are the prime 
contractor of two SSM projects. These
projects are ‘Air Defence Radio Net-
work Project’ and ‘Procurement of 
Mobile / Fixed Tactical Air Navigation
Systems (TACAN) Project’. Finalising
these projects with the highest level 
of customer satisfaction is our first 
priority.
We are the prime contractor candidate
for the ‘Naval Radio Tactical Network
(DETTA)’ and ‘VLF Bafa D/A Broadcast
Station Modernisation’ projects, which
are currently in the evaluation phase in
SSM.
We are also monitoring various naval
platform projects conducted by the SSM
in terms of the internal communication
system work package.
We are continuing our competency pro-
motion studies in order to take part in
various projects involving air defence
systems, which are related to our ex-
pertise area.
We are also closely monitoring the
Ground Based Augmentation System
(GBAS) Project.
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A Preferred Employer
MSI TDR: As far as we can see, since
2015, ONUR A.Ş. has been in a serious
evolution and improvement process, 
in terms of both human resources and
corporate visibility.  Could you share 
your thoughts on this process?
Cengiz DEDE: Improvement and evolu-
tion constitute an unremitting cycle.
While the institutions and people that
can keep up with the evolution become
successful, unfortunately the remaining
ones can’t deal with this dynamism or
maintain sustainability. In the course of
our 35-year corporate history, we have
always invested in people. With the ut-
most sincerity, we treat our employees
as family members and involve them in
all decision-making processes. We feel
that they are a part of us and we know
the feeling is mutual. Thanks to this
corporate approach, in 2015 we have
taken on board from other institutions
valued colleagues, who have extensive
experience in the sector and who are
ambitious to create a difference.  I be-
lieve that during the coming period we
will improve our position in the sector
as the ‘employer of preference’, by de-
veloping an interactive corporate cul-
ture and structure and also with our
human resources policies and accom-
plishments.

MSI TDR: Could you also provide us 
with a brief explanation about your 

R&D centre, which is located next to 
your headquarters and to be opened
soon?
Cengiz DEDE: Our R&D centre, the con-
struction of which commenced last
year, is due to be opened in May with
what we anticipated will be a well at-
tended ceremony. In order to improve
our corporate integrity in terms of our
location, following the opening, we are
planning to move our software, system

and hardware units from Hacettepe
Technopolis to our headquarters in
Ümitköy. Our R&D building will have ca-
pacity for 300 people and will include a
large conference hall, social facilities,
meeting rooms of various sizes, a labo-
ratory and test centre.

MSI TDR: What kind of an ONUR A.Ş. 
are we going to see in the future? 
What are your goals in terms of turnover,
number of projects, employee numbers
and exports?
Cengiz DEDE: Our short-term goal is to
become Turkey’s most proficient com-
pany in the field of IP based voice com-
munication systems. By the end of 2016
we are planning to have 100 employees.
In addition, by the end of the year, our
goal is to have made exports to at least
two new countries. In the short term,
we are targeting countries in North
Africa for exports. Doubling our
turnover per employee is also among
our short-term targets.
In the medium-term, our goal is to be-
come one of the world’s most renowned
companies in the field of IP based voice
communication systems.

On behalf of our readers, we 
would like to thank Cengiz Dede, 
Director General, ONUR A.Ş. for 
taking the time to answer our 
questions and providing us with 
such interesting information.  
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Participants at this year’s
event, which had been
previously held in 2010

and 2014, included 36 institu-
tions and organizations, in-
cluding prime contractor
companies, as well as Small
and Medium-Sized Enterprises
(SMEs), who are members of
TSSK and METU research cen-
tres. Held at the Cultural and
Convention Centre of METU,
during the event, the participat-
ing companies hand stands in
the foyer area. In addition, dur-
ing the morning, there were
Prime Contractor Company
Presentations and during 
the afternoon, Subcontractor
Companies and METU Re-
search Centre Presentations
were made in two parallel ses-
sions.

Example Model:
TSSK
The opening speech of the
event was given by Prof. Dr.
Ahmet Acar, President of
METU. Prof. Dr. Acar said
that they were pleased to see
that TSSK turned out to be an
appropriate model and that
the defence sector is very im-
portant for METU. Presenting

a summary of the activities
held by METU and METU
Teknokent in the fields of de-
fence and aerospace, Prof.
Dr. Acar said that they wished
to support and be involved in
the Teknokent of the 1st Or-
ganized Industrial Zone of
Ankara and also in the Or-
ganized Industrial Zone being
established in Kazan. 
The second speaker of the

opening session was Fatih
Ünal, Chairman of the Board
of Directors, TSSK. Ünal pro-
vided the following figures
relating to TSSK:
n The present number 

of members: 100 
(90 of them are SMEs)

n Total number of R&D 
staff: 2,200

n Number of on-going 
R&D projects: 400

n Total turnover for 2014:
500,000,000 ¨

n Total value of exports 
for 2014: 90,000,000 ¨

Ünal also mentioned the ac-
tivities relating to the external
partners of the cluster. TSSK,
being in a close relationship
with the prime contractors,
held promotion days with
FNSS and Otokar last year
and also plans to continue
such activities in 2016. The
cluster’s involvement in in-
ternational fairs will also
continue to increase. TSSK,
which used to be one of the
special events’ organizers,
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TSSK Enters 2016 at High-Speed
The 3rd Project Market of Teknokent
Defence Industry Cluster (TSSK) was
held on January 14, under the auspices
of the Undersecretariat for Defence 
Industries (SSM), in cooperation with the
Middle East Technical University
(METU), METU Teknokent, Ankara
Chamber of Industry (ASO), Defence
and Aerospace Industry Manufacturers
Association (SASAD) and with the 
support of TUBITAK. The event was 
noteworthy for the variety of stands and
the lively discussion in the foyer area. 
Şebnem ASİL / s.asil@milscint.com
K. Burak CODUR / b.codur@milscint.com
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for foreign countries and
companies, is planning to
conduct cooperation and pro-
motion days in the coming
periods, specifically with the
foreign companies that have
high offset liabilities in
Turkey.
Ünal ended his speech with a
promising message:
n The organization of TSSK

is crucially important 
for the growth of SMEs
(particularly technological
ones), which are of critical
importance for technological
and economic growth
within the cooperation
model; and also

n For developing effective
and useful collaboration
between the university 
and the sector, between
the industrialist and the

researcher chain and 
accordingly creating
higher added value; and 

n Conducting activities 
aiming at reinforcing 
synergy.

Taking the floor from Ünal,
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Yavuz Cab-
bar, Secretary General of
ASO, drew attention to the
significance of SSM: “The
most important characteris-
tic of the defence industry
that distinguishes it from
other industries is the exis-
tence of SSM, which organ-
izes, directs and, in a sense,
sponsors it as a specific insti-
tution. The defence sector is
different from all the other
sectors in terms of its struc-
ture.
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Cabbar said
that the defence and aero-

space sectors would easily
adapt to the nuclear sector,
and drew attention to the
“Nuclear UR-GE, Increasing
Domestic Share in Nuclear
Power Plant” project, which
is one of the projects for the
strengthening of interna-
tional competition and
started with the support of
the Ministry of Economy and
the Ankara Chamber of In-
dustry. 

R&D Expenditures
Should Increase GNP
The final speech of the open-
ing session was given 
by Dr. Celal Sami Tüfekçi, 
the Deputy Undersecretary 
for Defence Industries. 
Dr. Tüfekçi began his speech
by referring to the technolog-
ical development level:

“When we look at those coun-
tries in the world that have an
advanced defence industry,
we can see that usually a
clear level of development
was also achieved in all other
sectors. If we turn this on its
head, countries that have
achieved a certain level of de-
velopment technologically
are the very same ones that
have an important position in
the defence industry or those
that have the potential for 
that. Within the context of de-
velopment strategies, the
replication of technological
development to every sector
for overall improvement is
essential.”
Dr. Tüfekçi also provided an
overview of the present situ-
ation in terms of R&D expen-
diture: “We need to increase
quality in R&D expenditure.
We need to focus on more
cutting-edge products. In
2014 the total number of em-
ployees in the sector was
30,500. This is not a sufficient
figure for a strong defence in-
dustry of a very powerful
country. It is essential for us
to increase this figure incre-
mentally in accordance with
the 2023 targets; in particular
the number of researchers
should be increased. The
share of Research & Devel-
opment in terms of Gross Na-
tional Product (GNP) has
increased constantly since
2004. However, we don’t con-
sider this to be sufficient. 
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We should seriously answer
the question of ‘whether GNP
is triggering R&D expendi-
ture or vice versa’. You’ll ap-
preciate that the latter is also
very important.”
Another point made by 
Dr. Tüfekçi is that Industrial
Participation and Offset (IP/O)
Directive of SSM is in the
process of revision. On this
matter Dr. Tüfekçi said the
following: “By taking into ac-
count the current status of
the sector and the experi-
ences we’ve gained, we have
started to work on a new IP/O
Directive. And as a result of

these amendments, I can say
that we anticipate a number
of changes in the directive, in
order to support the indige-
nous defence industry and
particularly the SMEs in a
more effective manner.”

Cooperation 
among Clusters
Following the opening
speeches, a cooperation pro-
tocol was signed between
TSSK and OSTIM Defence 
and Aviation Cluster (OSSA). 
The protocol signed by Fatih
Ünal, Chairman of the Board
of TSSK and Mithat Ertuğ,

Chairman of the Board of
OSSA dealt with the forma-
tion of a large scale collabo-
ration and the conduct of joint
activities such as develop-
ment and promotion activities
in the defence and aerospace
sector, industrial visits aimed
at reinforcing the cooperation
among the cluster members,
business meetings and the
exchange of knowledge be-
tween companies with regard
to the procurement chain. In
addition, the protocol will
seek to achieve the following:
n Making a contribution to

the defence and aerospace 
ector through joint 
research and development
activities,

n Establishing an organic
cooperation system
through an information
exchange,

n Developing joint research
projects, including those
with the European Union, 

n Mutual sharing of 
information of both 
clusters with respect to
the clusters’ activities 
on their respective 
websites,

n Updating information on
cluster members (such as
service and cooperation
opportunities and contact
information) and

n Cooperation in the 
exchange of information
on various subjects such
as foreign investments
and joint investments.

Ünal also announced that
TSSK had initiated attempts
to build similar collabora-
tions with Eskişehir Aviation
Cluster (ESAC) and Aero-
space Clustering Association
(ACA).
Sharing her assessments 
following the signing of the
protocol, Hilal Ünal, OSSA Co-
ordinator, mentioned that the
objective of the protocol is to
develop cooperation among
SMEs, increasing the share of
local content in defence and
aerospace sectors and en-
abling SMEs to have a say in
the international market in
these sectors. Ünal under-
lined that the local content in
the subsystems was very low
and that they would be ready
to put themselves forward for
developing subsystems with
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Following the signing of the cooperation protocol,
Ertuğ and Ünal congratulated each other.

A photograph was taken to mark the signature of the cooperation protocol.
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members of OSSA and TSSK,
and to this end they would
take the necessary steps to-
gether.

Prime Contractors
Describe Their 
Expectations
The opening session was fol-
lowed by presentations from
the prime contractors. Made
in alphabetical order, the first

presentation was given by
Hacer Selamoğlu, Director of
ASELSAN R&D Collabora-
tions. Selamoğlu started her
presentation with an outline of
the company. Then, she pro-
vided information on the 
approval process for subcon-
tractors and said that until a
few years ago they only used
to approve the production
processes of sub-contractors;

and ASELSAN Defence Sys-
tems Technologies Vice Pres-
idency started to issue design
approvals a few years ago and
since then approximately 50
companies went through this
process. Works continue for
the application of the design
approval mechanism, in which
the companies receiving the
approval are audited bienni-
ally, by other sector presiden-

cies of ASELSAN as well.
ASELSAN does not require
companies having the CMMI
3 certificate to undergo the
process of design approval
and starts to work with these
directly.
Selamoğlu emphasized two
points with respect to work-
ing with SMEs: The first is 
the creation of new coopera-
tion opportunities in the civil

n Design and verification of 
electronic hardware

n Design and verification of
electronic modules, units, 
devices and systems

n Software design and software 
testing

n RF design, production and testing
n Mechanical and mechatronic 

design and analysis
n Optical system design by using

Zemax, CODE V and similar 
software

n Military cabling design
n Industrial product designs
n Platform integration
n Design and production of 

customized test set
n Development of infrastructures 

for production automation
n Environmental condition tests
n Integrated logistic support
n Material and production metallurgy
n Shaping and assembly techniques
n Advanced technology materials
n Heat treatment and surface 

hardening processes
n Surface modifications
n Non-metal materials

Table 1. The list of the
areas in which ASELSAN
can work with 
subcontractors

Süreyya Yiğit, Head of the Department of Communications, Electronic and Information
Systems at the SSM, received information at the Andar stand.

Dr. Tüfekçi and Bilal Aktaş, Head of the Department of Industrialisation at the SSM, 
paid close attention to ANOVA’s Ammunition Flex Chute.

On its stand, ASELSAN displayed the components and sub-systems that it jointly developed with its subcontractors.
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activity areas of Transporta-
tion, Security, Energy and Au-
tomation Systems (UGES) Vice
Presidency, which was formu-
lated in the reorganisation
process of ASELSAN, and 
the second is ASELSAN’s de-
sire to cooperate with SMEs 
within the scope of the 
Horizon 2020 Programme. Se-
lamoğlu shared the list of areas
in which they want to work with
subcontractors in Table 1.
Selamoğlu emphasized that
they only exhibited products
that were designed with their
sub-contractors in their stands.
Following the presentation of
ASELSAN, Dr. Kıvılcım Ersoy,
Senior Leader, made a pres-

entation on behalf of FNSS.
Dr. Ersoy, who started his
presentation by introducing
FNSS, spoke about the FNSS’
approach towards its subcon-
tractors, which it considers to
be its strategic partners:
n FNSS considers sharing

its income and risk as a
strategic priority.

n Working with suppliers 
offers flexibility for 
expansion and downsizing.

n A satisfied supplier is 
the company’s honorary
marketing agent.

Dr. Ersoy, explaining the sup-
plier eligibility criteria and
process, underlined that the
company is looking for com-
petent suppliers in the fol-
lowing fields:
n Preparation of technical

drawings,
n Design services for 

structural parts,
n Turnkey sub-system 

solutions,
n Design solutions for

weight reduction,
n Cabling and casing/hosing

applications and
n Production of parts.
Yavuz Ekinci, Director of Busi-
ness Partners and Supplier
Management, HAVELSAN, started
his presentation with an

Table 2. Potential areas
of cooperation for 
ROKETSAN with the 
subcontractors

The stand hosted by BİTES
welcomed many guests.

SDT placed the ACMI pod at the forefront.

Unit responsible of 
procurement of off-the-shelf
(COTS) and raw materials and
weapon systems:

n Tactical wheeled vehicles, 
tow trucks

n Vehicle-mounted generators
n Design and production of 

on-vehicle and on-missile cabling
n Hydraulic systems (pumps, 

valves, pistons, etc.)
n Weapon management software 
n On-vehicle power distribution

systems
n Welding assemblies
n Additional chassis and trailer
n Rugged computers
n Tube and canister
n Vehicle-mounted cranes
n Actuator and DC motors and drivers
n Ring gear
n Cabling and printed circuit boards

and coding
n Cabin reinforcement and armament
n Equipment cabinets and consoles
n Shelters

Production and set apparatus
gauge unit:

n Dyeing plant
n Clean room
n Heat treatment furnace
n Hydraulic presses
n Testing setups
n Thermopile
n Design and production of 

infrared seeker
n Missile firing and interface units
n Training simulators
n RF data link
n Electronic launcher units
n Electronic card designs

AYYAZILIM was among the active companies at the event.

During the event, SİMSOFT emphasized their capabilities.
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overview of HAVELSAN. List-
ing the suppliers’ eligibility
criteria of HAVELSAN, Ekinci
detailed the present situation
concerning commercial off-
the-shelf (COTS) products.
According to this information,
before conducting a develop-
ment-based study with a sub-
contractor, HAVELSAN first
considers the cost of COTS
products in the market and
the cost of integrating these

products. Ekinci, who also in-
troduced the HAVELSAN
Business Ecosystem, pre-
sented material on the proce-
dures required to enter this
ecosystem.
Ali Rıza Alptekin, Deputy Gen-
eral Manager (Production
and Procurement) of Otokar
made a presentation on
Otokar and its vehicles.
Alptekin didn’t mention the
areas of cooperation between

Otokar and subcontractors
and the eligibility criteria for
sub-contractors, but did say,
“We are planning to organize
some events and invite you to
Otokar. We believe that such
events would give us the op-
portunity to show you our fac-
tory, testing capabilities, R&D
know-how, production skills
and talk about the potential
patterns for cooperation in
our projects.”

ROKETSAN was the only com-
pany that did not introduced
itself at the start of the pres-
entation. Instead, ROKETSAN’s
presentation concentrated on
relationships with subcon-
tractors and areas of cooper-
ation. Alp Çağlar, Director of
the Domestic Production Ma-
terials and Subsidiary Industry
Procurements, ROKETSAN,
spoke of the potential areas
for cooperation with subcon-
tractors, as listed in Table 2.
The last presentation of 
the session was given by 
Dr. Erhan Solakoğlu, Chief of
Scientific and Technological
Collaborations, TAI. So-
lakoğlu, introducing TAI and
its products, shared informa-
tion on the planned research,
and that they had established 
TAI-PROSIS Project Manage-
ment System for relevant re-
search and the subjects
identified for TAI Technology
Centre and provided some de-
tails on the system.
During the afternoon session
of the event, in two parallel
sessions companies that are
members of TSSK and METU
research centres introduced
themselves, their activities
and products, giving five-
minute presentations.

HAVELSAN had a large stand at the event.



Have you been able to reach the targets
previously established at High Tech Port by
MÜSİAD Qatar, held between October 6 and 8,
2015, in Qatar’s capital, Doha?
As we’ve said on numerous occasions and
through various channels of communica-
tion, the President of Turkey, who then, in
2004, was the Prime Minister, opened a
new path for Turkey with a ‘revolutionary
transformation process’ in the defence
and aerospace sector at the Defence In-
dustry Executive Committee. If we inter-
pret the statement of ‘the economy needs
a new story’, which we hear very often
these days, Turkey started to write that
story back in 2004 with this revolutionary
decision.
Traditional sectors were being replaced
by technology-based sectors with high
added value. While the export value per
kilogram in traditional sectors is $1.5, it
rose to $10,000 per kilogram, for example
with the ATAK helicopter and this will
reach $1,300 with TRJet and $30,000-
35,000 in the satellite projects in the de-
fence and aerospace industry in the
future.
On these grounds, MÜSİAD, which is the
most important business organisation in
Turkey, showcased the story of Turkey,
which MÜSİAD published as a book.
“Turkey’s New Economic Story” has be-

come “High Tech Port by MÜSİAD”. The
first one was held in Istanbul, between
November 26 and 30, 2014, under the aus-
pices of and with the participation of
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, the President of
Turkey. It was very difficult to organise this
first project. Negotiating the codes of the
MÜSİAD exhibition with the sector and the
regular practices of the sector represen-
tatives and presenting a fully-fledged
image of Turkey required a great deal of
effort.
However, we didn’t give up and even
raised the bar to a higher point. The 2nd

High Tech Port by MÜSİAD was held in
Doha, the capital of Qatar, between Octo-
ber 6 and 8, 2015. The whole SSM team
headed by Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir, Under-
secretary for Defence Industries, used
their utmost efforts to ensure that the
sector utilised this opportunity in Qatar in
the most effective way. As a result of long
and extensive preparations, which lasted
for months, the 2nd High Tech Port by
MÜSİAD was held in Doha, the capital of
Qatar, under the auspices of Sheikh
Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani, Emir of Qatar.
The participants in the event also included
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High Tech Port by MÜSİAD 
will Change the Rules of the Game

High Tech Port by 
MÜSİAD, to be held for
the third time in Istanbul
next November, will 
continue to deliver fresh
ideas to the Turkish 
defence and aerospace
sector through its 
different concepts. 
Hakan Kurt, General 
Coordinator of High Tech
Port, assessed the
event’s current level 
of progress for 
readers of MSI Turkish
Defence Review.

When was the last event? October 6 to 8, 2015
Where was the last event? Doha, Qatar
When will the 3rd High Tech Port 
by MÜSİAD be held?

November 9 to 12, 2016

Where will the 3rd High Tech Port 
by MÜSİAD be held?

Istanbul, Turkey

Which Organisations support the Presidency of the Republic of Turkey, Ministry of Turkish National Defence, 
3rd High Tech Port by MÜSİAD? Undersecretariat for Defence Industries
How do high level statesmen view The event will be held under the auspices of
the 3rd High Tech Port by MÜSİAD? President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan.
Who are the ‘Royal Tour’ participants President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, Participant Ministers,
of the 3rd High Tech Port by MÜSİAD? Representatives of Military Delegations
What is the Business Model of the Participation of International Military Delegations, 
3rd High Tech Port by MÜSİAD? Participation of OEM Delegations.
Which Countries Will Participate Qatar, UAE, Saudi Arabia, Oman, Kuwait, Bahrain, Jordan,
in the 3rd High Tech Port South Africa, Nigeria, Morocco, Tunisia, Algeria, Malaysia, 
by MÜSİAD? Indonesia, Pakistan, Chile, Colombia, Brazil.

High-Tech Port by MÜSİAD in 9 Questions
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Abdullah Bin Nasser Al Thani, Prime Min-
ister of Qatar, Hamad Bin Ali Al Attiyah,
Qatari Minister of Defence, Major General
Ghanim Bin Shaheen Al-Ghanim, Qatari
Chief of Staff and Vecdi Gönül, Minister of
Turkish National Defence at the time. 
67 Turkish companies and agencies came
together with their Qatari counterparts
and businessmen and had meetings,
which will improve trade relations be-
tween the two countries in the field of de-
fence and aerospace. Business relations
amounting to $500 million were realized
with more than 600 registered business
interviews between the two countries. We
hope that the collaboration between Qatar
and Turkey in the field of defence and
aerospace will quickly improve and we are
following up the initiatives we started with
this attitude. As I have mentioned before,
considering the differences in conducting
business, we recommend that our com-
panies to be firm and have their business
plans. As the organizers of the Qatar
event, I think that we reached our expec-
tations with regards to the sector and our
country.

What contributions will the 3rd High Tech
Port by MÜSİAD contribute to the sector?
This is what we mean by frequency. When
compared with traditional defence exhibi-
tions, High Tech Port by MÜSİAD is a busi-
ness development platform, not a show
area and with Qatar in particular, we took
significant steps to this end. Now, we will
hold the 3rd High Tech Port by MÜSİAD in
Istanbul, between November 9 and 12,
2016. We will ensure the participation of
military delegations from allied countries.
We have been working with great care and

diligence to identify these countries, to-
gether with the Department of Interna-
tional Cooperation of SSM, which
comprises specialised and very valuable
staff. Target and focus countries include
Qatar, United Arab Emirates (UAE), Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait, Oman, Bahrain, Jordan,
South Africa, Nigeria, Morocco, Tunisia,
Algeria, Brazil, Colombia, Chile, Indone-
sia, Malaysia and Pakistan. We will host
the military delegations and missions of
these countries in Istanbul. Hosted by
Turkey, this event will be a rapid business

What is Your General View of the Sector? The future of the Turkish economy.
Do You Think that its Size is Sufficient? No. Given the dynamics and potential, the current level of progress 

is not satisfactory.
How Do You View the Turning The Meeting of the Defence Industry Executive
Point of the Sector? Committee in May 2004.
Who is the Leader of the Sector? Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir, Undersecretary for Defence Industries
What is the Future of the Sector? Privatisation and increasing the contribution of the private sector. 
What is the Sector’s Problem? Market conditions that are not truly competitive.
Do You Support Offset? No.
What are the Target Regions for Exports? The Gulf, Africa, South America.
What are the Focus Markets for Exports? Tunisia and Saudi Arabia for 2016. 
Which is Your Favourite Defence Sector 
Exhibition (apart from High Tech Port IDEX, UAE.
by MÜSİAD)?

Overview of the Turkish Defence and Aerospace Sector in 10 Questions
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development activity for the sector. In 
addition, we will bring our supplier com-
panies and Original Equipment Manufac-
turers (OEM) together in the aviation
sector. Our aim is to support the rapid rise
in the aviation sector. 

What new features will there be in the 3rd
High Tech Port by MÜSİAD?
In terms of event management, we are
working very hard this year to stage a
world-class performance. We’re putting a
great deal of effort into surpassing the

events in Paris, Dubai, London and Wash-
ington, adding new features to the event so
as to ensure that both military delegations
and the participating companies can easily
and conveniently benefit from the activities.

What will the Turkish defence and 
aerospace sector gain from High Tech Port
by MÜSİAD?
I would like to give a clear and concise an-
swer to this question:
n Opportunities for international 

business development,

n Easy access to focus and target 
markets, and

n The chance to enjoy being the host 
in terms of international competition.

Have boundaries been drawn between 
IDEF and High Tech Port by MÜSİAD?
IDEF is a large show area in the field of
defence and aerospace sector, where
Turkey hosts the world. However, we are
a business development platform, which
is improved by the productivity of the pri-
vate sector, offering a vision to the sector
and demonstrating the power of the pri-
vate sector. We neither have the desire
nor the standing to compete with IDEF.
We believe that any activity reinforcing in-
ternational competition would support the
Turkish defence and aerospace sector
and the New Economic Story of Turkey.
We should not forget the significant con-
tribution, made by our 2nd event held in
Doha, to the Turkish defence and aero-
space sector and the integration of an im-
portant cluster such as SAHA Istanbul.
Today, SAHA Istanbul accelerated the
sector with its determined, rapid and dy-
namic structure.

MSI ADVERTORIAL
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MSI TDR: A number of platforms that are
in the inventory of Turkish Armed Forces
(TAF) contain products of Honeywell, so it
is fair to say Honeywell is an important
solution partner for TAF. First of all, we
would like to ask you Turkey’s position in
Honeywell’s business plans concerning
defence and space industries. For example,
what is the amount of your annual 
defence and space sales to Turkey?
Carey SMITH: Turkey is a very important
country of interest for Honeywell. We
have identified high-growth regions
throughout Honeywell and Turkey is one
of them. We have a country president
here, Mr. Orhan Geniş, who leads our or-
ganization and we have offices in İstan-
bul, Ankara and İzmir.
We do not release our sales figures by
country, but at corporate level. For Honey-
well, it is 40 billion dollars per year. In
2014, aerospace was 15.6 billion and our
division, which includes defence, space
and commercial helicopters, is approxi-
mately 5 billion dollars. About 55 percent
of Honeywell’s sales are outside of the US.

MSI TDR: As Honeywell sees Turkey as 
a high-growth market, which products
does Honeywell offer for Turkey’s 
future needs?
Carey SMITH: Currently we have a
large base because we are in many ex-
isting products that Turkey is utilizing.
For example; UH-1, UH-60 and ATAK
helicopters and F-16 and C-130 air-
craft all contain Honeywell products.
As we look forward to some of the
platforms of interest, we are very ex-
cited about Helicopter Development
Program. We have a joint venture part-
nership called the Light Helicopter
Turbine Engine Company (LHTEC),
which is a 50:50 joint partnership with
Rolls-Royce. We were recently se-
lected with our CTS800 turboshaft en-
gine for the program. 

MSI TDR: Honeywell has an office 
in Turkey that deals mainly with 
administrative duties. Do you plan to
have engineering and R&D branches 
in Turkey?

MSI INTERVIEW
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Honeywell Sees Collaboration 
and Growth in Turkey Honeywell has been

among major subsystem
providers for defence 
and aerospace systems.
As Turkey aims for 
indigenous projects, 
there are a number of 
collaboration opportunities
between Honeywell and 
Turkish companies. We
talked with Carey Smith, 
President, Defense and
Space, Honeywell , 
on Honeywell’s plans 
for Turkey.
K. Burak CODUR
b.codur@milscint.com

Birol TEKİNCE
btekince@milscint.com

Vehbi TUNCA
v.tunca@milscint.com
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Carey SMITH: Our current presence in
Turkey is about 250 people. It spans the
entire business line of Honeywell. We
have three segments in Honeywell; we
have the Automation and Control Solu-
tions. Within that group are Honeywell’s
building solutions like fire safety, secu-
rity, building automation systems. We
also have a group named Performance
Materials and Technologies. They pro-
vide solutions for oil and gas refineries.
And we have the Aerospace group.
So for Turkey, our organization today is
largely focused on areas like program
management and technical support. As we
look forward to the future, we base our de-
cisions on program needs. So if a need
arises to have an engineering or R&D staff,
we are certainly very receptive to that.

MSI TDR: So, for example if Honeywell 
is selected to provide some subsystems
for Turkish Regional Jet Program, 
would you consider to have an 
engineering or R&D team in Turkey?
Carey SMITH: In the Turkish Regional
Jet Program, Honeywell is the incum-
bent on the current Dornier 328. We pro-
vide the avionics system, the auxiliary
power unit, the environment control sys-
tem and air turbine starter system. So
going forward, we want to retain our po-
sition in the Regional Jet Program. We
will have areas of collaboration that will
be established with Turkish partners.
Those are currently being explored.

MSI TDR: Turkish Fighter Development
(TF-X) program is arguably the greatest
challenge Turkish industry has ever
faced. How Honeywell will support 

Turkish industry in this program? 
Can you list the subsystems that you
want to participate in?
Carey SMITH: Currently, from our point
of view, the program is on the Request
for Information (RfI) phase. We have re-
sponded to several avionics and me-
chanical subsystems RfIs which will be
the areas that we want to participate. We
are a key player in almost all major
fighter programs, such as F-16, F-22,
JSF, in both avionics and mechanical
system areas. We have numerous prod-
uct solutions. Being a company that de-
veloped over a 1,000 products, we have
many offerings for fighter aircraft. We do
cockpits, display processing systems,
mission computers, air data computers,
and engines for trainers, power genera-
tion systems, wheels & brakes. So we
have many solutions that we intend to
offer for the TF-X program. I want to
point out that for Turkey, localization is
very important, so our intent is to aug-
ment the Turkish industry. 

Local Content on 
CTS800 will Increase
MSI TDR: There are currently 2 ongoing
helicopter programs in Turkey and both
helicopters use the CTS800 engine. 
As these programs are at the early
stages of their life-cycle, their future
performance also depends on future 
of CTS800. Do you have a roadmap 
for further development of CTS800?
Carey SMITH: The number of delivered
or ordered CTS800 engines is around
500; we have a strategic roadmap that
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Left to right: Birol Tekince, Coordinator, Editorial Boardof MSI Turkish Defence Review; Carey Smith, President, 
Honeywell Defence and Space; and Serdar Çetingül, Regional Manager, Honeywell DSI.

CTS800 engine (above) and its installation 
on the ATAK helicopter (below) Honeywell has a large product 

family in space systems.
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will enable us to sell and produce thou-
sands of these engines. Besides Turkish
T129 ATAK, we provide engines for Lynx
Mk9A, Super Lynx, Wildcat Mk1, and
ShinMaywa US-2. Right now the quantity
for ATAK is estimated to be more than
100 engines. The roadmap for CTS800 is
significant and yes we will continue to
develop that engine as part of LHTEC,
with our partner Rolls-Royce. The en-
gine’s high power-to-weight ratio, sim-
ple design for low through-life costs and
class-leading fuel consumption makes it
the ideal selection for militaries looking
to bring new levels of performance and
cost efficiency to their rotorcraft fleet.  

MSI TDR: Can you summarise 
Honeywell’s contribution in Turkey’s
space projects?
Carey SMITH: Currently we do not have
an active ongoing Turkish space project.
We would very much like to. We partici-
pated on every manned space mission
with NASA and are involved in over 20
different satellite systems. We provide
avionics systems, inertial measurement
systems and gyros for space platforms.
We recently acquired a company in
Canada: COM DEV International. That
company provides a lot of our RF com-
ponents and various switches. They have

a significant presence in commercial
market, as well as robust international
presence.
On the services side we provide ground
systems development and also do mis-
sion and flight operations. For example
we are supporting NASA for the space
science experiments. We provide the en-
tire mission and flight operations capa-
bilities for NASA.
On the Air Force side, we are responsible
for the satellite control network.
We think there are a lot of capabilities we
can offer either in consultancy type or
from a product perspective. We would
like to establish collaborations with
Turkish companies.

MSI TDR: For Turkey, ITAR is an 
important factor in space projects, 
as it may limit a list of actions such as 
selection of the launch provider. 
US Government has recently eased some
of the rules. Did this change open 
new cooperation opportunities 
between Honeywell and Turkish 
space industry? 
Carey SMITH: We are actively working
through that right now.  Which items will
be on the commercial items list? It really
gets down to specific program and the
specific technology and how it will be

used. And we still need to follow the
process of technical assistance agree-
ment and get an approval for that. But
certainly we believe that it is headed in
the right direction.

MSI TDR: We would like to ask a very 
different question apart from defence
and space. We do not face women senior
managers in defence, space type sectors
in Turkey. What is the situation in USA 
on this issue, do you have any message
for women employees in Turkish defence
in all levels?
Carey SMITH: My message will be first,
get a very broad background. I was for-
tunate to start off as an electrical engi-
neer. My bachelor and master degrees
are in electrical engineering. I spent the
first part of my career as systems engi-
neer doing design work. It was mostly fo-
cused on special operations avionics
systems. From there I went to manage-
ment and I had the opportunity to run
programs. So I got that type of experi-
ence. Then I went into sales, so have the
sales background. I have done strategic
planning; I ran profit and loss centres.
My message would be to get a very di-
verse background if you want to go into
general management because you need
to have the technical acumen, the busi-
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Honeywell has a large product
family in space systems.
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ness acumen and sales experience, all
combined together.
Women have traditionally more func-
tional roles. What have we done in Hon-
eywell to promote women? We
established an Aerospace Women’s
Council. I have been trying to explain to

people that, if you want go to general
management you have to make sure you
have covered all those steps. It would be
very difficult to go from human re-
sources or sales to general manage-
ment. In fact this is valid whether you are
woman or man.

MSI TDR: Are there additional subjects
you want to mention?
Carey SMITH: Probably one other area I
should mention is cybersecurity. What
have we done in Honeywell relative to
cyber security? All our three business
groups have cybersecurity capabilities.
We looked all over the marketplace and
looked at where is the best for Honeywell
to participate. Our installed base is at sec-
tors which are high threat driven and high
regulatory driven. So in looking across the
various verticals, we said where we can
best participate will be in healthcare field,
transportation, information technology,
government facilities, energy and chem-
icals. These are important for every coun-
try today. Threats will continue to evolve,
there will be new measures. That is an
area that I feel that there will be some
collaboration with Turkish companies. 

On behalf of our readers, we would 
like to thank Carey Smith, President,
Defense and Space, Honeywell, 
for taking the time to answer our 
questions and for providing us with
such valuable information. 
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Additive manufacturing
technologies are rap-
idly moving towards

being the preferred technol-
ogy for such activities as pro-
totype production, initial and
low-volume mass production
activities and meeting an ur-
gent need for spare parts. In
order to meet the require-
ments of Small and Medium-
Sized Enterprises (SMEs) in
this respect, OSTIM cooper-
ated with +90 and designed 
3 Dimensional (3D) Digital
Factory that accommodates
3D printers. The facility estab-
lished as a result of the project
supported by the SANTEZ pro-
gramme of the Ministry of Sci-
ence, Industry and Technology
was opened with the participa-
tion of guests, including 
Dr. Faruk Özlü, Chairman of
the Committee of National De-
fence of the Grand National
Assembly of Turkey and the Ak
Party MP from Düzce, Recep
Biçer, President of KOSGEB,
and Orhan Aydın, Chairman of
the Board of OSTIM. 
The first speech of the ceremony
was given by Prof. Dr. Sedat Çe-

likdoğan, Chairman of the
Technology Board of OSTIM.
Prof. Dr. Sedat Çelikdoğan
emphasised the importance 
of becoming a brand and
touched on the subject of the
contributions offered by this
factory in this respect.  
Orhan Aydın, Chairman of the
Board of OSTIM, who then took
the floor, illustrated the im-
portance of layered production
technology with an anecdote:
“A few days ago, our Defence
and Aviation Cluster hosted a
procurement officer from the
Airbus. He provided informa-
tion on the procurement
process of his company, the
important factors to be taken
into consideration by compa-
nies and the potential patterns
for cooperation. One of the
topics was: ‘Where is the in-
dustry going in the world?’ He
mentioned 3D printer.  We are
very excited as we have
reached this point so quickly.

Today, we are opening this fa-
cility for this technology at
OSTIM. This was one of our
dreams.”

Strategic Partner 
of SMEs: +90
Taking the floor from Aydın,
Davut Başaran, Director of
Sales and Projects of +90,
made a presentation on addi-
tive manufacturing technology
and the factory. Başaran
started his speech by saying,
“We combined OSTIM’s vision
in research & development
and innovation and our tech-
nology and infrastructure in
this area.” He said that their
headquarters is located in
Gebze and the factory in
OSTIM will be their second fa-
cility; and that since 2005 they
have produced more than
30,000 urgent pieces for more
than 500 customers. Then, he
listed the areas of use for 3D
printers as follows:

n The production of prototype
parts, which makes it 
possible to see what a new
product would look like and
how it would work together
with the other components
with which it interacts,

n Low-volume production
(10-20 units), conducted to
make tests on the product
prior to mass production or
show it to the customers, 
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OSTIM Maintains Leading Role with
Additive Manufacturing Technologies

OSTIM Organised Industrial Region (OIR) maintains its leading
role in the layered production technologies. Founded by OSTIM
Teknoloji A.Ş., in cooperation with +90 Hızlı İmalat Teknolojileri A.Ş.,
at OSTIM OIR, the 3 Dimensional Digital Factory began its services
following an opening ceremony held on January 20. 
Şebnem ASİL / s.asil@milscint.com
Vehbi TUNCA / v.tunca@milscint.com

Board showing the different materials
used in 3D printers.

A model made
using a 3D printer
shows the 
launching moment
of a rocket. 
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n The production of parts that
takes a long time using
classical methods, as a
supplement to the 
production process, and

n Mass production of the 
low volume products, 
particularly in the defence
and medical sectors.

These 3D printers use three-
dimensional models as the
production input, generated in
a computer environment. In
cases where such a model is
not available, an example can
be created using reverse engi-
neering methods. This newly
opened factory also has this
infrastructure. Reverse engi-
neering methods can also be
used for showing whether the
produced part meet various
requirements, such as dimen-
sions.
While he was giving project ex-
amples, Başaran also men-
tioned defence projects:
Although he stressed that, due
to the non-disclosure issues,
he couldn’t give too much de-
tail, he nevertheless men-
tioned the HÜRKUŞ and ATAK
projects among the ones to
which they contributed as +90.
He emphasized that not only
are they users of layered pro-
duction technologies, they also
implement research and de-
velopment projects and they
develop technology.
Before the event, we had the
opportunity for a short conver-
sation with Mr. Başaran. He
suggested that apart from the
size of it, the proximity of the
factory to SMEs is also impor-
tant. SMEs, instead of placing
orders with a factory that is

geographically distant, we will
now be able to see how the
process progresses in a fac-
tory that is accessible in a cou-
ple of minutes. It is believed
that the close communication
established between SMEs
will accelerate the modifica-
tion of the technology. 

Legal Support 
for Those Who 
Conduct Research 
and Production
Recep Biçer, President of
KOSGEB, also gave a short
speech underlying the impor-
tance of branding. 
The closing speech of the cer-
emony was given by Dr. Faruk
Özlü, Chairman of the Com-
mittee of National Defence of
the Grand National Assembly
of Turkey and the Ak Party MP
from Düzce. Dr. Özlü noted
that the disparity created by
imports exceeding exports 
in Turkey could only be com-
pensated by developing tech-
nology.  He suggested the 
following about the legal
arrangements being prepared
to this end: “A new draft law
concerning the support of re-
search & development activi-
ties will shortly be submitted
to parliament. This draft law
chiefly includes provisions
supporting design activities.
Other legislative activity re-
lated to support for the pro-
duction-oriented activities will
also be on the agenda in the
coming days.”
The factory was opened 
following speeches and the 
factory’s capabilities were ex-
plained to the guests.

Various objects produced using a 3D printer.
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Norwegian Army CV9030 IFV armed with
30 mm Bushmaster II.



Originally, autocannons
were used as aircraft and
anti-aircraft weapons

rather than arming the vehicles.
The 37 mm calibre QF-1
pounder, also known as the
‘pom-pom’ due to the sound it
made when firing, was designed
towards the end of the 1880s by
Hiram Maxim (also the inven-
tor of the man-portable fully
automatic machine gun), and
is considered to be one of the
first examples of autocan-
nons. This weapon, which
fired gunpowder propellant

one pound explosive ammuni-
tion at a rate of 200 rounds per
minute, was used by the
British against the German
zeppelins that were frequently
used in raids on London.
During the World War II (WWII),
autocannons, such as the 
Oerlikon 20 mm and the Bofors
40 mm, were used extensively
in anti-aircraft role. However,
the use of these weapons did
not remain limited to this role,
and during the same period,
autocannons were also started
to be used in fighter aircraft.
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Automatic Cannons and Ammunition    
in Infantry Fighting Vehicles

Since the Cold War, 25 to 40 mm calibre
rapid-firing automatic cannons 

(autocannons) have formed an essential
component of wheeled and tracked 
Infantry Vehicles’ (IFVs’) firepower. 
Owing to their ability to meet many 

different mission requirements and their
versatility, these multi-purpose weapons

continue to be the weapon of choice 
for IFVs.
Oykun EREN

eoykun@gmail.com / editor@milscint.com



On the other hand, the first
use of autocannons in ar-
moured vehicles dates back to
the years immediately pre-
ceding WWII. The German
Panzer II light tank, for in-
stance, was equipped with a
20 mm KwK 30 or KwK 38 
autocannon as the main arma-
ment. Similarly, many of the 4,
6 and 8-wheeled armoured ve-
hicles of the Germans used for
reconnaissance also wielded
automatic cannons.
While there are several exam-
ples of similar vehicles during
this period, armoured person-
nel carriers (APCs), also
known as battlefield taxis have
first emerged and started to be
widely used during the Cold
War. However, with the devel-
opment of the Schutzenpanzer
Lang HS.30 (Schutzenpanzer
SPz 12-3) by Federal Republic
of Germany in the West that
was fielded in 1958 and with
the development of the BMP
by the Soviet Union in the East
that entered into service in
1966; APCs were gradually
replaced by a new type of ve-
hicle: Infantry Fighting Vehi-
cles (IFVs). The main feature
that distinguishes IFVs from
APCs is the firepower. Their
firepower not only enables

them to transport troops; but
also provide fire support to in-
fantry and engage enemy ve-
hicles. Autocannons with high
rates of fire have certainly
contributed to the revolution-
ary change brought about 
by IFVs.
It was in the late 1950s and
early 1960s that armoured 
vehicles first began to be
equipped with weapons more
effective than the 12.7 mm
and 14.5 mm heavy machine
guns that had also been
widely used during the Cold
War period. Fundamentally,
this change was part of a gen-
eral trend towards the mech-
anization of the infantry. The
main expectation from the
weapon systems used in
mechanized infantry vehicles
is effective fire support capa-
bility for infantry formations.
IFVs were also considered to
be the only viable way infantry
could fight in battlefields that
are contaminated by tactical
nuclear weapons - a very real
and tangible threat during the
Cold War.
Autocannons are defined as
automatic weapons that can
deliver high explosive or ar-
mour piercing rounds to their
targets at high rates of fire. 

In terms of calibre, these
weapons are located between
machine guns and tank can-
nons and field artillery. In
general, 20 to 57 mm cannons
with high rates of fire are con-
sidered as autocannons.
In the West, the first use of au-
tocannons on land vehicles in
the post-WWII period followed
a pattern similar to the one
observed for similar weapons
during WWII with weapons ini-
tially developed for aircraft or
for anti-aircraft roles being
eventually adapted to ar-
moured vehicles. The first tur-
ret solutions can be seen in
the German SPz 12-3 and the
American M114 reconnais-
sance vehicles equipped with
the Hispano Suiza HS-820, or

its US-equivalent, the M139,
which uses 20x139 mm am-
munition.
Initially preferring a different
approach, the Soviet Union
equipped their BMP-1 - a ve-
hicle considered as the first
true infantry fighting vehicle -
with a semi-automatic 73 mm
2A28 cannon. However, this
approach changed in the sec-
ond generation BMP vehicles,
with the Soviets joining the
worldwide trend towards au-
tocannon equipped BMP-2,
with the use of 30 mm 2A42.

Ever Increasing 
Expectations from IFVs
Tasks traditionally assigned to
IFVs includes the transport of
troops to critical locations
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Stowed Rounds vs. Calibre for the Same Turret Volume 

US Bradley Fighting Vehicle Two Man Turret with 25 mm M242 Bushmaster.
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across the battlefield under
armour protection, providing
fire support to dismounted in-
fantry, and directly engage
enemy units and armoured
vehicles.
However, as IFVs proved their
versatility on the battlefield over
time, these vehicles began 
assuming new and different
tasks and missions, such 
as armoured reconnaissance,
counter reconnaissance, es-
corting convoys, peace enforc-
ing and peacekeeping, border
security, asymmetric and urban
warfare.
As each one these missions
require different lethality re-
quirements, the weapons
used by these vehicles need to
be highly accurate and effec-
tive against different types of
targets.
Critical factors in the selection
of autocannons and calibres
include the following:
n The missions assigned to

the IFV and the execution
profiles of these missions,

n Lethality of the weapon 
and calibre;
l Penetration performance

against the designated
threat vehicles,

l For high explosive 
ammunition, the damage
area of each round,

n Dispersion characteristics
of the weapon and 
ammunition.

n Weight and dimensions 
of the weapon,

n Ammunition weight and 
dimensions 

n Methods of operation and
ammunition feed of the
weapon.

Dual Ammunition Feed
for Lethality Against
Different Targets
Potential battlefield targets
for autocannons include un-
armoured and lightly-ar-
moured vehicles, infantry
units (in field fortifications or
in the open), antitank missile
positions, buildings, bunkers,
helicopters, and unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs). By
looking at the list of targets,
one can clearly see that these
targets require different
lethality capabilities. Obvi-
ously, there is no single am-
munition solution that can be
equally effective against such
a wide range of targets. For
this reason, autocannons re-
quire the capability to fire and
be fed with different types of
ammunition.
The likelihood of an IFV en-
countering different natures of
targets on the battlefield in a
random fashion is another im-
portant factor to consider;
such as, while engaging troops
in the open, an IFV should also
be able to effectively engage an
armoured target that might
suddenly appear.
In contrast to manually-fed
weapons, these two basic and
critical requirements men-

tioned above can only be sat-
isfied with autocannons hav-
ing dual ammunition feed
systems. With this capability,
the gun can rapidly switch be-
tween the two natures of am-
munition stored in a turret
ammunition box with two sep-
arate compartments, thus al-
lowing the selected type of
round to be fired at the target.
The HS-820/M139 autocan-
non, which was first used on
IFVs during the Cold War, as
well as the Rheinmetall KAD
weapon developed later on,
both lacked dual feed capabil-
ity. For this reason, Rhein-
mentall developed the 20 mm
Rh202, while GIAT (today’s
Nexter) developed the 20 mm
M693 weapons during the
early 1970s for use on the
German Marder, Luchs and
Wiesel vehicles and the
French AMX-10P. Both the
Rh202 and the M693 weapons
have been designed for 
using 20x139 ammunition. The
Rh202 20 mm autocannon is
still used in the German Wiesel
light armoured vehicles. 
This is also the case, when
Japanese Ground Self De-
fense Force decided to arm
their TYPE 89 tracked IFV with
the Oerlikon (now Rheinmetall)

35mm KD series gun. Oerlikon
developed a modified version
of KD Series with dual feed ca-
pability designated as KDE.

Ammunition Calibres
Used in Autocannons
Nowadays, the calibres used
in autocannons range be-
tween 25 mm and 40 mm. The
calibre size is designated by
two parameters - the projec-
tile diameter and the length of
the cartridge case. The weight
and dimensions of ammuni-
tion used in autocannons are
shown in Table 1.
Within the scope of this article,
the focus will be on the
weapons used in modern and
present-day new generation
combat vehicles, as well as
the types of ammunition used
in weapons of these calibres.
Such that for the 30 mm cali-
bre, only the 30x173 mm am-
munition is explained here;
while the 30x170 mm ammu-
nition used in the 30 mm L21
Rarden cannon, mounted on
the British Warrior and FV107
Scimitar vehicles; and the
30x165 mm calibre used in 
the 30 mm 2A42 cannon
mounted on Russian BMP-2
and BTR-90 vehicles are kept
outside the scope.

Calibre Projectile Cartridge Cartridge Autocannons
Diameter x Case Length Diameter x Length Mass Using This Calibre

25 mm 25x137 mm 38x223 mm 493 gr KBA, M242 Bushmaster, M811
30 mm 30x113 mm ??x200 mm 339 gr M230, M230LF
30 mm 30x173 mm 44x290 mm 670 gr Mk44 Bushmaster, XM813, Denel GI30, MK30-2, Wotan, GAU-8A
40 mm SS 40x180 mm 44x290 mm 680 gr Mk44S
35 mm 35x228 mm 55x387 mm 1,550 gr Bushmaster III 35mm, Oerlikon KDE  
50 mm SS 50x330 mm 55x387 mm 2,000 gr Bushmaster III 50mm
40 mm CTA 40x255 mm 65x255 mm 2,200 gr CTA
40 mm 40x365R 65x534 mm 2,400 gr Bofors L70, Bushmaster IV

Table 1. The dimensions and weight of the ammunition used in medium calibre cannons (Data based on HE ammo)
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2A70 and 30 mm 2A72 autocannon.



Ammunition 
Effectiveness
Today, there are four main
types of ammunition used in
medium calibre autocannons:
n HEI: High Explosive 

Incendiary Ammunition
n APFSDS: Armour-Piercing

Fin-Stabilized 
Discarding-Sabot

n FAPDS: Frangible Armour
Piercing Discarding Sabot

n PABM: Programmable 
Air Burst Munitions

n HEDP: High Explosive 
Dual Purpose

HEI ammunition can be de-
fined as rounds containing an
explosive charge and a point
detonating fuse. They gener-
ally contain explosives such as
the Hexal P30 or its deriva-
tives. The fuse located at the
tip detonates these rounds
upon impact. In terms of
lethal effect, a 25 mm HEI am-
munition containing approxi-
mately 30 g of explosive will,
upon detonation, cause blast
and fragmentation damage
over a radius of 5 m. Impor-
tant parameters for HE am-
munition include the amount
of explosive and the type of
fuse being used. Figure 1
shows the amounts of explo-
sives in HE ammunition of
various calibres.
Within the 30 mm category,
there is also 30x113mm cali-
bre ammunition that is fired
by Orbital ATK's M230LF
chaingun which a derivative of
the cannon used in AH-64 at-

tack helicopters. The HE am-
munition used in this calibre
designated as HE Dual Pur-
pose (HEDP) differs from the
conventional HE rounds
through the use of a shaped
charge liner in the round. The
HEDP ammunition offers a
secondary armour piercing
role with this feature.
Preference in armour-pierc-
ing ammunition today is shift-
ing from the full calibre to the
subcalibre fin-stabilized dis-
carding-sabot (APFSDS) type.
In the subcalibre armour
piercing round, the diameter
of the penetrator is smaller
than the barrel that fires it.
The operating principle of fin
stabilized armour-piercing
(AP) ammunition is based on
an arrow shaped rod, with its
high density and speed, pos-
sesses a high level of kinetic
energy that enables it to pen-
etrate armour. The piercing
effect on the target is gener-
ated by this long rod, made
from high-density materials

such as tungsten or depleted
uranium and stabilized by fins
added to its tail. For AP am-
munition, muzzle velocity is a
very important parameter.
Since the kinetic energy of
ammunition increases with
the square of the velocity,
even the slightest increase in
muzzle velocity will result in a
considerable increase in im-
pact energy. Table 2 lists the
muzzle velocity of different
calibre ammunitions. The
length, diameter, density and
mass of the arrow-shaped rod
are the parameters that de-
termine the penetration per-
formance.
On the other hand, Frangible
Armour Piercing (FAPDS) type
ammunition not only imparts
penetration effect due to the
kinetic energy, but it also
starts disintegrating after
penetrating the armour, in-
flicting a fragmentation effect
on the target. After it impacts
the first layer of armour,
FAPDS ammunition will fur-
ther fragment with each addi-
tional layer it encounters,
forming a high-energy cloud
of fragments for increased
lethality. The FAPDS ammuni-
tion due to the fact that it does
not contain any explosive

charge and its penetration and
fragmentation effects, is
starting to be a round of
choice for a wide variety of
targets . Other features that
render FAPDS ammunition
superior to HE ammunition is
their higher muzzle velocity,
as well as the lower level of
decrease in velocity thru its
ballistic trajectory thus result-
ing a lower trajectory . To give
an example; while it takes 
3.6 seconds for a 30 mm HE
ammunition to reach a target
3 km away, same calibre
FAPDS ammunition can reach
a target at the same range in
approximately 2.2 seconds.
This is particularly advanta-
geous when firing against
moving targets and helps in-
crease accuracy and hit prob-
ability.
Another important aspect of
FAPDS ammunition is that it
combines, to a certain extent,
the features of both HE and
AP ammunition. HE ammuni-
tion is generally ineffective
against armoured targets
such as IFVs, while FAPDS
ammunition can easily pene-
trate the armour of most IFVs.
One of the most significant
new capabilities that have
begun to be used in medium
calibre autocannons in recent
years is programmable am-
munition, also known as air
burst munitions (ABM). This
ammunition is particularly ef-
fective against targets behind
walls and similar cover. An-
other advantage of ABM is
their effectiveness against in-
fantry in the open and anti-
tank teams in concealed
positions. This type of ammu-
nition can also be used against
lightly armoured vehicles.
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Figure 1. Explosive content of different calibre HE rounds [grams] 

ARMOUR-PIERCING FIN-STABILISED DISCARDING-SABOT (APFSDS)

CALIBRE MUZZLE VELOCITY [m/s] PENETRATOR MASS [g]

25 mm 1,395 96

30 mm 1,405 165

35 mm 1,405 283

40 mm CTA 1,450

Table 2. Muzzle velocity values of different calibre 
AP rounds (Data is collected from open sources.)

Detonation of a programmable 
air burst munition.
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Tests performed with the 
30 mm ABM have also
demonstrated that this round
can penetrate the armour of
BTR series 8x8 vehicles.
The ABM concept was in fact
first developed for anti-air-
craft use. Oerlikon AHEAD
ammunition is one of the first
ABMs to be used for air de-
fence purposes. There are two
different types of ABMs in use
today. The first of these relies
on the shrapnel or payload
method, as is the case with
AHEAD ammunition. This type
of ABM carries small diame-
ter sub-munitions, which at a
certain point after the ABM is
fired, will disperse by roughly
following the same flight tra-
jectory as the main ammuni-
tion. The destructive effect of
these sub-munitions is de-
rived almost entirely from the

speed of the carrier round
bearing the sub-munitions.
The other type of ABM relies
on the detonation of explosive
material within the ammuni-
tion at any desired point on its
trajectory, which results in a
destructive fragmentation ef-
fect, due to the rupture and
disintegration of the metal
case surrounding the shell.
The fragments are dispersed
at high velocity as a result of
the energy released by the ex-
plosion.
Today, Oerlikon (or Rheinmetall,
as the company is called today),
General Dynamics Ordnance
and Tactical Systems (GD-OTS)
and Orbital ATK are conducting
various studies on the develop-
ment of ABM systems for auto-
cannons.
The Oerlikon AHEAD system
consists of programming de-

vice with three coils installed
on the tip of the cannon barrel,
as well as ammunition with
programmable fuses that de-
stroy their targets through the
shrapnel effect. The velocity of
each fired round is measured
by the system, which then
uses this velocity data to pro-
gram the distance at which
the fuse will detonate the
round. Once the ammunition
reaches the desired distance,
a low-strength explosive det-
onates, ejecting forward 
162 tungsten particles, weigh-
ing 1.25 g each, over a cone-
like pattern.
With the aid of a laser
rangefinder, a programming

device located on the feeder of
the Orbital ATK chainguns
programs the measured dis-
tance data into the fuse. The
Orbital ATK system contains a
fuse that operates based on
the number of rotations the
projectile undergoes during
its trajectory and the duration
of the flight. This system de-
termines the velocity of a
round, based on the velocity of
the one previously fired; how-
ever, to collect data for mak-
ing ammunition velocity
estimations, the system also
uses rotation counters on the
ammunition, which then al-
lows it to perform the timing
of the detonations. This ap-
proach distinguishes itself
from the AHEAD system, not
only in that the programming
system is positioned differ-
ently, but also in that the sys-
tem uses the velocity of the
previous round as a reference.
However, due to the differ-
ences in muzzle velocity that
might stem from variations in
ammunition quality, there is
also the possibility that this
approach might result in 
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Fin stabilized 
armour piercing
munitions 
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Piranha 8x8 IFV with Kongsberg Protector
MCT-30 Remote Turret armed with 

30 mm Mk44 Bushmaster.
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ammunition detonating at dis-
tances that slightly differ from
the ones desired. However,
the fact that this system does
not require a 6 kg program-
ming device to be installed at
the tip of the barrel is consid-
ered to be an advantage. This
ensures that the device does
not affect the natural fre-
quency of the barrel and is not
easily damaged during the
movement of the vehicle or
the barrel, particularly in res-
idential areas.
Programmable air burst mu-
nitions generally have three
modes of fire. The first one of
these is the airburst mode,
where the round gets its
name, the rounds are pro-
grammed to detonate at a
certain pre-determined dis-
tance, based on the system
described above. The second
mode involves the firing of the
ammunition without any pro-
gramming, with the fuse det-
onating the round upon
impact with the target. This
principle of operation is es-
sentially the same as that of
HE ammunition. The third and
final one is referred to as point
detonating delay mode. In this
mode, the ammunition first
penetrates the target and det-
onates soon afterwards. This
technique is particularly ef-
fective against buildings
where the ammunition pene-
trates the entry wall and then
detonates inside to ensure
maximum terminal effect in-
side.
However, despite all the new
capabilities they promise,
ABMs still involve relatively
high costs, which starts a de-
bate whether this kind of am-
munition can find widespread
use in the very near future.

Ammunition Design
In medium calibre cannons,
the conventional ammunition
structure consists of a case
containing the propellant
charge and the primer. The
projectile is crimped at the
neck of the case. 

However, following extensive
studies and investment, two
new types of ammunition are
about to enter the market. The
first of these is SuperShot 40
and SuperShot 50 ammuni-
tion that are developed for use
in the Bushmaster series
chainguns. Through the
change of a few parts in the
feeder and the barrel of the
Mk44 Bushmaster, the stan-
dard 30x173 mm calibre of
this gun can be upgraded to
40x180 mm calibre that is
called the SuperShot 40. The
40x180 mm ammunition is
formed by removing the neck
of the case of the 30x173 mm
round and by inserting a 
40 mm diameter projectile.
The biggest advantage of the
supershot round is the overall
length of the ammunition for
the 30 mm and 40 mm rounds
are exactly the same. This en-
ables the ammunition box and

the feed system to remain the
same as the gun is upgraded
from 30 mm to 40 mm. Thus,
a 30 mm turret can be con-
verted into a 40 mm turret
without any structural modifi-
cations.
The upgrade from 30 mm HE
to 40 mm SuperShot HE am-
munition provides 1.5 times
increase in lethality; while for
AP ammunition, SuperShot 40
increases the armour pene-
tration performance by 1.25
times.
A method similar to the one
used with the SuperShot 40
can also be applied to the
Bushmaster III weapon to in-
crease its calibre from 35 mm
to 50 mm. As a result of this
conversion, the weapon be-
comes capable of firing
50x330 mm calibre rounds 
instead of the standard 
35x228 mm calibre ammunition.
The conversion kits for the 

SuperShot 40 ammunition are
readily available and can be
used to upgrade Mk44S
(Stretch) gun from the 30 mm
to the 40 mm calibre.
Another type of ammunition
that has benefited from signif-
icant investment in recent
years is the 40 mm telescopic
ammunition design. The 
40 mm Cased Telescoped (CT)
ammunition, developed by 
the company CTAI - a joint
venture formed by the French
Nexter and the British BAE
Systems - is a cylinder-
shaped ammunition with di-
mensions of 65x255 mm. In
contrast to conventional am-
munition design, where the
lower section consists of the
case and propellant charge,
while the upper section con-
sists of the projectile, the pro-
jectile of the 40 mm CT is
buried inside the propellant
within the case. Compared
with other rounds of equiva-
lent calibres, this design 
allows for a relatively com-
pact-sized design. For exam-
ple, while the 40x365R round
of the Bofors 40 cannon - an
equal-diameter alternative -
has a total length of 
534 mm; the 40 mm CT am-
munition has a total length of
only 255 mm. This design en-
ables a high level of lethality
contained within a relatively
small package.
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HE Ammunition Total Damage Area vs. Calibre for the Same Turret Volume [m2]
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Selecting 
Ammunition: 
Is Bigger, Better?
Larger calibre rounds are
generally associated with
greater lethality. However, the
amount of propellant charge
also increases with the larger
projectile. The increased pro-
pellant charge results in
higher pressure when the
round is fired, causing the
projectile to leave the barrel at
higher speed. Muzzle velocity
is of critical importance for ar-
mour-piercing ammunition.
Higher muzzle velocities also
ensure that projectile has a
lower trajectory and that the
resulting flight time to the tar-
get is shorter that provides
advantages with respect to
fire control.
As the calibre increases, the
length of the penetrator 
in APFSDS ammunition in-
creases, which in turn 
increases the armour pene-
tration performance.
Figure 2 shows the armour
penetration performance of
APFSDS ammunition from 
25 mm to 40 mm calibre. A
standard approach used in
defining armour penetration
performance is to determine
the thickness of a 60 degree
inclined rolled homogenous
armour (RHA) plate that the
projectile can penetrate. The
inclined positioning of the RHA

plate resembles the sloped
frontal armour used in IFV de-
sign. The reason behind this is
the projectile striking horizon-
tally at a sloped armour plate
will need to penetrate and
travel through a larger thick-
ness of armour than the ac-
tual thickness of the plate, due
to the non-perpendicular
angle of contact. In addition,
sloped armour plates might
also cause incoming projectile
to glance off.
In HEI ammunition, larger cal-
ibres automatically translate
into an increase in the amount
of explosive charge contained
in the projectile, which in turn
increases the lethality. 
Considering the basic factors
explained above; using the
largest calibre possible for
autocannons and their am-
munition, might initially ap-
pear to be the best choice.
However, during the selection
of the calibre and the gun,
there are other factors that
need to be considered apart
from the effectiveness of a
single round.
The first of these is the num-
ber of ready-to-fire ammuni-
tion that can be stowed in the
turret into that the weapon is
integrated in. This parameter
is considered to be one of the
most important performance
parameters of IFVs as a com-
plete weapon system.

In turrets using dual feed au-
tocannons, rounds are stored
in ammunition boxes with two
separate compartments. De-
pending on the type of ammu-
nition feed required by the
weapon, ammunition from
these boxes could be fed with
or without links thru feed
chutes or other types guiding
elements. The quantity and di-
mensions of the stowed
rounds within the turret di-
rectly determine the size of
the ammunition box itself. Al-
though the volume reserved
for the ammunition box differs
from one type of turret to the
other; there is a limit to the
total space that can be re-
served for the ammunition
box in a turret.
Considering this, it can de-
ducted that as the calibre in-
creases; the number of
ready-to-fire ammunition that
can be stowed in the turret
decreases. One example is
while the ammo box in the two
man turret of the US Bradley
IFV with M242 Bushmaster 
25 mm cannon has 300
rounds of ready-to-fire am-
munition, the ammobox of the
CV9035 IFV with the Bush-
master III 35mm cannon used
by the Netherlands and Den-
mark can only take 70 rounds.
The number of ready-rounds
in an IFV needs to be based on
the mission profile and the
type of ammunition to be

used. The types and priorities
of the missions defined for the
IFV are of great importance
when selecting the calibre and
quantity of ready rounds. For
example, if a given IFV's mis-
sion priority is to provide fire
support to the infantry, then it
is critically important for the
vehicle to provide suppressive
fire for as long as possible
without the turret having to be
reloaded. For instance, some
armies specify the number of
rounds that needs to be fired
within a certain time frame;
the duration of the suppres-
sive fire; and the quantity of
ready-to-fire ammunition that
must still remain after provid-
ing the suppressive fire. These
requirements often single-
handedly determine the cali-
bre of the ammunition, as well
as the amount stowed in the
turret.
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APFSDS PENETRATION PERFOMANCE
vs 60° OBLIQUITY NATO TARGET

Figure 2. Armour penetration performance of 25-40mm APFSDS ammunition
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Another parameter that needs
to be considered for HE am-
munition is the lethal area of
the round. As described
above, high calibre ammuni-
tion is associated with a larger
damage area. However an op-
timization process is required
for the selection of the calibre.
Because, while a large calibre

has an increased damage
area, it also reduces the
amount of ammunition that
can be stowed in a defined
volume. In such cases, it is
better to speak of a ‘total area
of damage’ that is defined by
the stowed number of rounds.
With AP ammunition, another
parameter that should be

considered is the total num-
ber of targets that can be
killed by the turret in combat.
This is also called stowed
kills. The number of stowed
kills is determined by several
factors, such as the AP am-
munition’s ability to penetrate
the armour of the designated
target, the turret’s first round
hit probability, and the num-
ber of AP ready rounds in the
turret.
Another factor that needs to
be considered is the AP am-
munition’s ability to pene-
trate the target’s armour at a
specific range and a specific
section of the target such as
front or sides . If the selected
calibre is unable to penetrate
the designated target under
the designated conditions,
then there is no need to talk
about the ready rounds or
stowed kills for that particu-
lar calibre. Thus, when se-
lecting the calibre of AP
ammunition, the first step is
to make sure that the se-
lected calibre will penetrate
the predicted threat.
Once these basic require-
ments are met, the stowed
kills capability of the turret
can be determined thus defin-
ing the combat effectiveness
of the IFV against armoured
targets.

The Cost of Pulling
the Trigger
Another essential factor in se-
lecting ammunition for IFVs is
cost. For autocannons, am-
munition costs rapidly rise as
the calibre increases from 
25 to 40 mm.
An even greater increase in
cost is encountered when air
burst munitions are used. A
brief look at the figures re-
veals that, compared to HE
ammunition, programmable
ammunition is nearly 10 times
more expensive. However, as
the serial production of pro-
grammable ammunition be-
comes more widespread, it is
expected that this price gap
will eventually decrease.

Dispersion 
Characteristics 
of the Guns
When a gun fires at an aim
point on a target at a specified
range, the rounds will form a
group dispersed on and
around this point. This shot
group has two basic charac-
teristics. One is the distance
between the centre of the
group and the centre of the
target, which reflects the fir-
ing accuracy of the weapon.
The firing accuracy or preci-
sion indicates how accurately
the weapon is aimed at the
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Orbital ATK – BUSHMASTER Chaingun Family

CV9030 Tracked IFV in 
Norwegian service.
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target. The accuracy of a
weapon can be improved, and
is generally a function of the
sight system, turret drives, the
accuracy and retention of
boresight, and the skill of the
gunner.
The other characteristics of
the shot group is dispersion.
Dispersion is about the size of
the shot group; in other
words, it reflects that area
covered by the group. Disper-
sion is an inherent function of
the weapon and ammunition,
and is usually very difficult to
improve.
However, a high dispersion
value is not necessarily al-
ways a problem. For example,
high dispersion is a desirable
feature in anti-aircraft
weapons, since it allows the
projectiles to disperse and
cover a larger area, thus in-
creasing the chance of hitting
the aerial target.
In IFVs, on the other hand, low
dispersion values are usually
preferred. Along with a higher
accuracy performance, the
first round hit probability of
the system will be greatly im-
proved with low dispersion . In
other words, the turret sys-
tem will have a high chance of

hitting the target with the first
round.
And a higher first round hit
probability will translate into a
more efficient use of the
ready-to-fire ammunition
stowed within the turret. Effi-
cient use of the available am-
munition is especially critical
for 35 mm and 40 mm cali-
bres, since these turrets store
a lower quantity of these
larger calibre rounds.
Considering the impact of the
gun's dispersion characteris-
tics on the system’s overall
performance; it can be easily
said that autocannons with
high dispersion that are 
not designed for use on land
vehicles are poor choices 
for IFVs.

Autocannons: 
Methods of Operation
Today there are two widely
preferred methods of opera-
tion for the autocannons: one
is based on using an external
power source, while the other
is based on using gas pres-
sure from the propellant to
power the cannon mecha-
nism.
For the externally powered can-
nons, US Orbital ATK is the de-
veloper of the Bushmaster series
of chainguns that are widely used
around the world. The 25 mm
M242, the 30 mm M230
(30x113 mm), the 30 mm Mk44
and the 35 mm Bushmaster III
weapons are currently in serv-

ice worldwide. On the other
hand, the German Rhein-
metall continues to work on
the development of a 30 mm
calibre externally powered
autocannon named WOTAN.
The 25 mm M811 gun devel-
oped by Nexter is another ex-
ample of externally powered
autocannons. 
There are also many gas op-
erated guns in service today
including the 25 mm KBA and
30 mm Mk30-2 and 35mm
KDE from formerly Oerlikon
now Rheinmetall.
The methods of operation
based on external power 
and gas pressure both have
certain advantages and 

Orbital ATK – BUSHMASTER III 35 mm autocannon and 
barrel mounted Rheinmetall AHEAD programmer. 

Chain mechanism 
of Orbital ATK BUSHMASTER

autocannon 
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Royal Netherlands
Army opted for the

Bushmaster III 35mm
caliber autocannon 

for their CV9035
Tracked IFV.
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disadvantages. In externally-
powered weapons, the power
necessary to operate the gun
is supplied from an external
power source. This method
provides the gun to be fed
from energy source not de-
pending on the propellant of
the cartridge. Externally-pow-
ered weapons are known to
have several advantages over
weapons relying on recoil or
gas pressure such as better
reliability and better control.
From the point of safety, elec-
trically-driven guns are also
advantageous compared to
gas operated weapons in
terms of a lower chance of un-
controlled/unintentional firing
and loss of weapon control
during firing. In addition, elec-
trically-driven weapons are
generally lighter than gas op-
erated ones.
Since the gun mechanism is
powered externally, these
weapons also provide the ca-
pability to control and change
the firing rate. Using this fea-
ture, the rate of fire can, for
example, be reduced against
land targets to improve dis-
persion, or increased against
aerial targets to ensure that
more rounds are fired, thus
ensuring a higher chance 
of hit.
Moreover, in externally-pow-
ered weapons, any jamming
that occurs due to misfire can
be easily cleared by ejecting
the misfired round automati-

cally and feeding the next
round. On the other hand, in
recoil or gas operated
weapons, any similar prob-
lems require the interruption
of firing and the manual re-
moval of jammed round.
Weapons using gas pressure
are operated on the principle
of diverting some of the high
pressure gases formed by the
burning of the propellant
through a port on the barrel to
push the gas piston to unlock
the bolt and move the breech
block to sear position. The
Rheinmetall 25 mm KBA and
the Rheinmetall Mk30-2 can-
non that is used on the Ger-
man Puma IFV both operate
on this principle. Gas oper-
ated guns can generally
achieve higher rates of fire
than electrically-driven ones.
However, these weapons
also have some drawbacks,
such as weight, the potential
of gas discharge into the 

turret, and control of firing.
In externally-powered can-
nons, the movement of the
breech block is performed by
a mechanism such as chain or
drum-cam. In the Bushmas-
ter series autocannons devel-
oped by Ortibal ATK, the
breech block is electrically-
driven by means of a chain
mechanism. Because of the
chain mechanism, these guns
are also called chainguns. The
30 mm GI-30 autocannon 
developed by South African
Denel Land Systems is also
electrically-driven thru the
use of a drum-cam mecha-
nism.
However, any interruption in
the power source of exter-
nally-powered weapons will
stop the gun from firing and in
that situation they can only
continue firing at by a hand
crank albeit with very low fir-
ing rate as a reversionary
mode. Furthermore, exter-

nally-powered weapons also
tend to exert more recoil
forces on the cradle than re-
coil and gas operated guns.
A new member that has re-
cently joined the external
powered guns category is the
40 mm CT, whose develop-
ment began in the 1990s as
part of a joint British and
French initiative. This weapon
is designed to fire telescopic
ammunition (described in the
previous section). In conven-
tional autocannon designs,
the ammunition entering from
the feed port is first placed in
front of the breech, and then
pushed into the firing cham-
ber by the linear motion of the
breechblock and the bolt. The
CT cannon design includes 
a rotating breech. In this
weapon, the ammunition
moves directly from the feeder
into the breech and is then
pushed into the chamber after
the 90 degree rotation of the
breech. After the weapon is
fired, the breech returns to the
initial feeding position, with the
next round pushing the empty
case of the previous one.
Older weapons, such as the
30x170 mm Rarden, used on
the Warrior ACV and Scimitar
armoured reconnaissance ve-
hicles of the British Army, rely
on the ‘long recoil’ principle.
In the Rarden, after the pro-
jectile clears the barrel, both
the breech block and the bar-
rel moves together for some
distance and then the barrel
unlocks from the breech. At
the end of the stroke, the

30 mm and 40 mm SUPERSHOT ammunition that can be fired from Mk44 30/40 mm autocannon 
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Rheinmetall Lance Turret with Rheinmetall 30mm Mk30-2 autocannon.



breechblock would lock into
the sear position at the rear. 
An important factor the selec-
tion of the autocannon is the
weight and dimensions of the
gun. These not only have a
significant effect on the weight
and dimensions of the turret,
but also due to factors such as
unbalance and inertia also
considerably affect the drive
system sizing. Furthermore,
gun weight is an important
factor during the removal and
installation of the weapon to
the turret for maintenance
and other reasons. For in-
stance, while the 25 mm M242
Bushmaster weapon is disas-
sembled into three parts with
the heaviest one weighing 
49 kg; the 35 mm Bushmaster III
weapon is disassembled into
three parts with the heaviest
one weighing 127 kg.
Compared with these two au-
tocannons, the M230 LF, with
a total weight of 73 kg and
which uses 30x113 mm, is
considerably lighter. However,
as the M230LF uses smaller
and lighter ammunition, it
also has a lower armour pen-
etration performance than
other 25, 30 and 35 mm
weapons. This single feed
weapon with a 200 rounds per
minute rate of fire is very suit-
able for providing high fire-
power for 4x4 and similar
lightly armoured vehicles.
Table 3 shows the weight and
dimensions of the most widely
used autocannons today.

Autocannons in 
Service Around 
the World
The Venerable 
25 mm
In the 1980s, 25 mm autocan-
nons specifically developed
for IFVs began entering the
service of various armies
around the world. These
weapons are widely used.
Armies that use the 25 mm
calibre include the United
States Army and Marine
Corps in M2/M3 Bradley IFV
and the LAV-25 8x8 vehicles;

the Italian Army on the
tracked Dardo and wheeled
Freccia IFVs; the French Army
on the one-man turrets of the
VBCI 8x8; the Japan Ground
Self Defense Force on the two
man turret of the Type 87 ar-
moured reconnaissance vehi-
cles and the Canadian Army
on the wheeled LAV III vehi-
cles. Turkish Land Forces is
also among the countries opt-
ing for the 25x137 calibre, with
the Oerlikon KBA and the
Nexter (previously GIAT) M811
cannons on the tracked FNSS
ACV vehicles. Within a short
period of time after first being
introduced, various types of 
25 mm calibre weapons en-
tered into the service of 
19 countries.
Current 25 mm weapons,
such as the M242 Bushmaster
are still being used to great
effect. However, some armies
are gradually abandoning this

calibre in favour of higher
lethality.

The New Rising
Star: 30 mm
Just like its predecessor, the
25 mm M242 Bushmaster, the
30 mm Mk44 is also a mem-
ber of the externally powered
chaingun family. In fact, nearly
70 percent of its structural
components are the same
with the M242. Mk44 is cur-
rently in service on Singa-
pore’s tracked Bionix-II;
Poland’s wheeled KTO 
Rosomak (Patria AMV) 8x8;
Switzerland, Norway and Fin-
land tracked CV9030 IFV and
Saudi Arabia’s CMI 3000 tur-
rets of the LAV 8x8 vehicles. It
is in service on the 8x8 vehi-
cles of Belgium and the Czech
Republic.
Rheinmetall, another impor-
tant player in the field of auto-
cannons, also offers their own

gun of the 30x173 mm calibre,
the Mk30 series. The Mk30 is
used on the unmanned turret
of the Puma, the German
Army’s new generation IFV
and also on the tracked
Ulan/Pizarro IFVs of Austria
and Spain.
Another 30x173 mm calibre
weapon, which has entered
the market in recent years, is
the GI-30 cannon developed
by Denel Land Systems of
South Africa. The GI-30 is an
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Weapon Calibre [mm] Gun Gun Barrel Barrel
Weight [kg] Lenght [mm] Weight [kg] Length [mm]

M242 Bushmaster 25 mm 119 2,655 49 2,000
M44S Bushmaster II 30 mm 166 3,430 69,5 2,400
M44 Bushmaster II 40 mm 125 3,430 78 2,400
Mk30-2 30 mm 173 3,310 63 2,590
WOTAN 30 mm 320 3,670
Bushmaster III 35/50 mm 218 4,018 113 2,134
Oerlikon KDE 35 mm 510 4,273 - 3,150
CTA 40mm 40 mm 320 3,428 - 2,800
Bofors 40/70 40 mm 640 4,000 - -

Table 3. Table 3. Weight and dimensions of the medium calibre autocannons
(data is collected from open sources).
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USMC LAV-25 8x8 vehicles with 25 mm M242 Bushmaster autocannon.

40mm CT Ammuntion (from left to right) :
General Purpose Point Detonating 
(GPR-PD), General Purpose 
Air Burst (GPR-AB),  
Armour Piercing Fin Stabilized 
Discarding Sabot  (APFSDS)
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externally-driven weapon with
linkless feed system and ca-
pable of firing 100 rounds per
minute. The gun is used on the
South African National De-
fense Forces’ Badger 8x8 IFV
and also on the Malaysian
Army wheeled AV8 IFVs devel-
oped jointly by FNSS and
DEFTECH.
The increasing trend towards
the 30x173 calibre is due 
to this calibre’s offering of a
very optimized ammunition in
terms of weight and dimen-
sions; cost; the number of
ready rounds stowed in the
turret; recoil force and lethal-
ity. At the same time, the
30x173 mm calibre is gener-
ally accepted to be the small-
est calibre in which an
effective amount of explosive
charge can be fitted along with
the programmable fuse
mechanism for the airburst
ammunition.
The 30x173 mm calibre
PMC287/APFSDS armour-
piercing ammunition devel-
oped by Rheinmetall has a
muzzle velocity of 1,400 m/s,
and is capable of penetrating
a 55 mm thick armour plate
with 60 degree obliquity from
a range of 1 km. Compared
with 25 mm calibre armour-
piercing ammunition, the 
30 mm round has approxi-
mately 30-35 percent greater
penetration effectiveness.
The Nammo NM225 APFSDS
of the same calibre has a

muzzle velocity of 1,430 m/s,
and is capable of penetrating
a 120 mm thick vertical ar-
mour plate from a range of 
1 km. 
Similar to its 25 mm brother,
PMC283, frangible armour-
piercing ammunition for
30x173 mm calibre is devel-
oped by Rheinmetall. In addi-
tion to its fragmentation
effect, this ammunition can
penetrate a 30 mm thick
sloped armour plate with a 
60 degree obliquity from a
range of 1 km.
The M230LF, the smaller
member of the 30 mm gun
family, is suitable for use in
light weight armoured vehi-
cles, owing to its low weight
and low recoil and provides a
much higher firepower than
the 12.7/14.5 mm machine
guns and 40 mm grenade
launchers conventionally used
on these vehicles.

Weapons Continue 
to Grow: The 35 mm
In recent years, a general
trend towards higher calibres
in new generation combat ve-
hicles is observed. One of the
reasons for the higher calibre
is the greater need for armour
penetration capability against
enemy IFVs, since these vehi-
cles come with more effective
armour packages. This in-
crease in the protection levels
of IFVs is due both to the add-
on armour solutions applied

to the current vehicles in in-
ventory and to the integrated
protection solutions applied in
newly developed vehicles.
This trend can be easily no-
ticed when looking at the in-
crease in combat weights. For
example, while the American
Bradley vehicle weighed only
23 tons when it first entered
the US Army inventory, the
latest modernizations have
brought its weight to more
than 33 tons. With a combat
weight of 43 tons, the German
Puma IFV weighs almost as
much as a medium tank.
This increase in the level of
protection has naturally led to
a parallel trend towards in-
creasing the effectiveness of
weapons designed to over-
come them.
Another reason for the in-
crease in calibre is the need to
penetrate the reinforced con-
crete and brick walls of build-
ings and bunkers in urban
combat environment. In addi-
tion, since doors and gates of
buildings in urban combat
often have explosive traps,
IFVs started employing their
guns to open up large holes
on the walls for the soldiers to
enter these buildings bypass-
ing traps.
During recent years, a refer-
ence used by armed forces in
Europe selecting weapon sys-
tems for their new generation
vehicles is the ability to pene-
trate the frontal armour of

BMP-3+ with add-on armour.
Based on this approach, both
Netherlands and Denmark
armed their CV90 vehicles
with 35x228 mm calibre auto-
cannons. Japan, on the other
hand, opted for the re-
designed dual-feed 35 mm
Oerlikon KDE for their Type 89
IFV vehicle. KDE is IFV version
of the Oerlikon KD series anti-
aircraft guns of the 1980s.
However, 35 mm guns in tur-
rets fire a much larger and
heavier round compared with
25 mm and 30 mm guns,
which ends up significantly re-
ducing the number of ready
rounds that can be stowed.
Today, the only 35 mm calibre
gun that finds widespread use
on IFVs is the Bushmaster III
chaingun. The Oerlikon 
(now Rheinmetall) designed,
35 mm PMD060 APFSDS
round fired by this gun can
penetrate a 61 mm thick ar-
mour plate with 60 degree
obliquity at a range of 1.5 km.
The 35 mm calibre involves
not only a considerable in-
crease in ammunition size and
weight, but also a consider-
able increase in the weapon’s
weight. For example, while
the 30mm Bushmaster II
weighs 160 kg's; the 
Bushmaster III weighs 218
kg's which corresponds to an
increase of nearly 35 percent.
The Oerlikon KDE, on the
other hand, weighs in at a
staggering 510 kg's.
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Japan Ground Self-Defense Force in 80s selected the redesigned 35mm KDE version 
of the 35mm Oerlikon KD Series anti-aircraft guns for their Type-89 Tracked IFV.
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Given the weight of these
weapons and the significant
recoil forces they exert, these
weapons need to be installed
on relatively heavy vehicles in
order to ensure they can be
fired from a stable platform.
Just like the 30 mm Mk44, 
the Bushmaster III can also 
be converted to fire 50 mm cal-
ibre SuperShot ammunition.
Through the change of a few
parts in the feeder and the bar-
rel, Bushmaster III can be up-
graded to fire the 50x330 mm
SuperShot 50 with increased
lethality. However, the Super-
Shot 50 mm calibre is still to be
developed to maturity and it is
uncertain when this ammuni-
tion will enter the market.

The Big Brother 
of Autocannon 
Calibres: The 40 mm
40 mm ammunition has be-
come synonymous with one of
the oldest automatic cannons,
the Bofors 40. This weapon
was initially used in anti-air-
craft roles and the 40/70B
variant is currently used on
the CV9040 vehicle of the
Swedish Army.
Together with its integrated
ammunition feed system, the

Bofors 40/70B weighs at a
massive 640 kg.
The 40x365R ammunition of
the Bofors 40 is quite large
compared with the other cali-
bre ammunition that was re-
viewed so far, weighs at nearly
2.5 kg per unit.
The newly developed Mk2
APFSDS ammunition for the
Bofors 40/70B has a muzzle
velocity of 1,500 m/s and can
penetrate 150 mm thick ar-
mour plate at a perpendicular
angle of contact from a range
of 1.5 km.
The new generation K21 IFV
developed by the Republic of
Korea (South Korea) also wield
a variant of Bofors 40 mm.
The new Scout SV armoured
reconnaissance vehicle (re-
cently named as Ajax) that will
be entering service in the
British Army soon is armed
with the 40mm CT 40 auto-
cannon. Similarly, France will
also use the CT 40 autocannon
on the next generation ar-
moured reconnaissance vehi-
cle, the 6x6 Jaguar.

Conclusion
Modern autocannons form the
backbone of the lethality of the
infantry fighting vehicles. Re-

search and investment in re-
cent years on new types of
ammunition further enhanced
the effectiveness of these
weapons such that the combi-
nation of new generation au-
tocannons and ammunition
are even capable of destroying
older main battle tanks such
as the T-55 and T-62.
Concerning the firepower of
IFVs, one of the most critical
factors to consider is the se-
lection of the weapon and cal-
ibre. For this selection, it is
imperative to take into ac-
count both the IFV’s mission
and priorities.
Since one of the main mis-
sions of the IFVs is engaging
enemy armoured vehicles, the
selected weapon should be of
a calibre capable of penetrat-
ing the armour of vehicles that
are part of the threat scenario
most likely to be encountered
during combat.
Other parameters to consider
include the weight and dimen-
sions of the weapon and am-
munition, the number of
targets that can be killed with
the number of ready rounds
stored in the turret, dispersion
and the weapon’s rate of fire.
Initial procurement cost of the

weapon , barrel life span and
cost of ammunition are some
of the other factors that
should be thoroughly ana-
lyzed.
It is clear that in many re-
spects the 35 mm and 40 CT
weapons and ammunition are
superior to the 30 mm. How-
ever, both weapons are also
associated with various limita-
tions, such as in the number of
ready-to-fire rounds that can
be stowed in the turret and the
cost of their ammunition.
Looking at the tracked and
wheeled IFVs that entered
service around the world
within the past 20 years, as
well as those that are ex-
pected to be fielded in the up-
coming years, it is possible to
note that the 30 mm remains
to be the calibre of choice. The
reason for that is probably the
30 mm calibre offering the op-
timal solution in terms of
number of ready rounds, gun
weight and dimensions and
cost of the weapon and am-
munition.

We would like to thank 
Orbital ATK for the provision
of the visuals included in 
this article.
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Without giving away too many plot lines and spoilers from
these ten short stories for the benefit of those wishing
to read this book,  we will provide an overview of this

thought-provoking work by highlighting technical aspects of the
world it depicts.
Some of the narratives in this book describe the effect of tech-
nology on conflicts around the world. For example, one of the sto-
ries focuses on a militant, environmentalist organisation with a
space vehicle in orbit that is controlled by a student in a college
campus through virtual reality technologies. The ‘militant stu-
dent’ in this story is able to control the space vehicle with virtual
reality glasses and haptic gloves connected to a tablet computer.
Another story involves a very different picture, this time regarding
close air support (CAS), with ground units receiving CAS from a
modified Boeing 767 aircraft. This aircraft is installed with three-
dimensional (3D) printers with additive manufacturing capabili-
ties. Following a call for CAS from ground forces, the 3D printers
form the weapons most suitable for the current situation, and
these are launched from the aircraft. The weapons produced by
the printers include special bombs as well as unmanned aerial
vehicles that can fly in groups and damage living and non-living
targets with their propellers. Owing to air-to-air refuelling, al-
though the aircraft can remain in the mission area for a longer
time, its mission duration is limited by the quantity of raw mate-
rials available for its 3D printers. The Boeing 767 was selected
for this story since this aircraft is planned to enter the United
States Air Force inventory under the code name KC-46.
Another story is about ‘operators’ and their battlefield experi-
ences in a setting largely akin to the movie, The Matrix. In this
story, battlefield information in the form of images and other data
from unmanned aerial vehicles, images from cameras carried
by soldiers, and biological/health data from the soldiers’ sensors
are relayed to ‘operators’ working at a centre located thousands
of kilometres away, while these operators contact platoon com-
manders to guide the forces on the battlefield. The main subject
of the story is the psychological problems experienced by these
operators as they are carrying out their duties.
Another story, this time addressing the effect of modern warfare
on soldiers, depicts the highly isolated life-style experienced by
soldiers who control unmanned military systems from thousands
of kilometres away. The reason for their isolation is the risk of a
specific biological attack targeting the soldiers themselves. The
scenario describes a setting where biological weapons can be
tailored to exclusively target a specific person.
As expected, there are also stories about cyber warfare. Probably
the most fascinating of these stories is the one where the United
States government authorises its own citizens to carry out cyber
piracy on its behalf. Basically, the storyline develops the notion
of privateering – a situation where the state authorises commer-
cial vessels capable of carrying weapons to commit piracy and
attack enemy vessels in its name – to the cyber world, and then
addresses the unexpected consequences of such a move.
An intriguing story about cyber warfare takes this subject further
with a plot that considers the unexpected sudden changes it
causes in peoples’ lives from the perspective of two elderly per-
sons living in the Republic of Korea.
In yet another interesting tale that also relates to cyber warfare,
a pace maker with Wi-Fi features placed in the heart of a leading
head of state is stopped through a cyber attack. One of the main
suspects of this attack in this story is the head of state’s personal
doctor. It seems that he neglected to take the necessary cyber
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security measures,
even though he was

capable of connecting to
the pace maker through his

personal computer…
Other predominant subjects covered in these stories include big
data analysis and artificial intelligence. One of the stories ques-
tions whether individuals with a predisposition to carry out ter-
rorist acts can be identified through big data analysis. The plot of
another story involves a future where there is a worldwide ban
on the use of artificial intelligence for military purposes. To over-
come this limitation, the United States resorts to the crowdsourc-
ing method (in a way similar to that once used by China) within
the context of the story. To identify targets, the story has hun-

dreds of thousands of civilians analyse images and social media.
Science fiction is a theme, where everything with a scientific
basis is considered possible and feasible, and just as it is the
case with the Atlantic Council’s project, Sci-Fi can also be used
as an instrument for predicting the future. In fact, there is even
a field of study known as Science Fiction Prototyping that un-
dertakes these kinds of activities professionally. Although, for
the last couple of decades, people have been referring to the
‘uncertainty caused by the end of the bipolar world following
the dissolution of the Soviet Union,’ new technological develop-
ments are actually introducing an equally large, or perhaps
even larger, element of uncertainty. In this context, science fic-
tion may prove to be an effective guide for navigating through
this uncertainty.
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How do you evaluate the 
collaboration between the
TAF and the industrialists?
We feel that the share allo-
cated to defence has been
decreasing in Turkey while
the trust of our Armed
Forces in the domestic in-
dustry has been increasing
and this is an encouraging
development. We are looking
forward to the contributions
made by the TAF towards the
production of indigenous de-
fence products. This contri-
bution can be in the form of
defining the needs in a tangi-
ble way and sharing them
with the industrialists on the
appropriate platforms. This
is because the requirements
of the users in the field are
best known by the users
themselves. If someone does
not have any knowledge
about what’s needed, it will
be hard for them to envisage
those needs. In this area,
there is mutual reservation
between the armed forces
and the industrialists but the
information exchange should
be more frequent and exten-
sive.

What can be done in order 
to improve the collaboration
with the TAF?

First of all, we need to open
the communication channels,
understand each other better
and thus remove any hypo-
thetical obstacles. The officials
and authorities are listening to
us, understand us, and are
waiting for us to ask for their
assistance. We applied to the
MTND to make a demo of our
products. Our request was ac-
cepted and we made it in an
Ankara barracks on Novem-
ber 5, 2015 without any
glitches. How I wish you could

have seen the helpful attitude
of the commanders and bar-
rack personnel involved. First
of all, we need to develop a
model that will enable industry
representatives to meet
straightforwardly with the rel-
evant authorities of the TAF.
This model can be developed
in collaboration with the
MTND-TAF-Industrialists. 
A solution can be found by
forming a joint study group.
We know that a well-known
German household appliances

company has opened and has
been operating a water bot-
tling facility in German Armed
Forces’ camp in Mazar-i-
Sharif, Afghanistan. They pro-
duced the one millionth bottle
in 2009. During the same year,
in the same country, the
British reached 15 million bot-
tles in Camp Bastion. We
should examine the nature of
this collaboration and the
mechanism and learn from
them. The Americans did the
same in Al-Kut region of Iraq.
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Yusuf Kenan Öztiryaki, who is one of the doyens of the Turkish
Defence Industry, says: “First of all, we need to develop a
model that will enable industry representatives to meet easily
with the related authorities of the Turkish Armed Forces (TAF).
This model can be developed in collaboration with the Ministry
of Turkish National Defence (MTND)-TAF-Industrialists. 
A solution can be found by forming a joint study group.”

Collaboration between 
Turkish Armed Forces and
Turkish Defence Industry
and R&D 
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What is the importance of the
collaboration with the TAF
from the industrialists’ 
perspective?
It is a great testimonial for us
that TAF has trust in the do-
mestic industry and procures
domestic industry products.
Because when we come
across foreigners at exhibi-
tions and events, we introduce
them our company and prod-
ucts. We also provide them
with references after which
they immediately ask ‘Do you
also supply your armed
forces?’. Thus, TAF can pro-
vide great support to the de-
fence industry both in terms of

resources and as a reference.
Do you know what it means to
be a supplier of NATO’s sec-
ond largest army?

What is the importance of R&D
in terms of defence industry?
The number of registered
R&D personnel in Turkey is
15,000 according to the
records of the Ministry of Sci-
ence, Industry and Technol-
ogy, however, I estimate that it
is around 30-40,000 in total.
According to some sources,
the target is around 300,000.
The question, ‘Why should the
customer buy from me?’ can
be answered in many different

ways, but the basic answer is:
Because we have R&D!
Today, the number of our R&D
personnel is over 40 and we
are the only company in our
industry with such a high
number of R&D personnel. 24
of them are researchers, in
other words, engineers and
engineers with masters’ de-
grees and some of them are
studying for their doctorates. If
we cannot develop high quality
indigenous products, we can-
not survive in the medium and
the long term. Securing the
price advantage in order to
compete should of course be
our second target. We do not
consider R&D as something
that is ‘related only to techni-
cal and technological issues’.
Creative ideas also depend on
research, development and
thus depend on work. We need
to conduct both theoretical
and practical studies and pro-
duce new ideas in almost
every functional area, includ-
ing the business establish-
ment, marketing and exports.
Some skills come from human
genes. You can even see that
there are unique skills in the
genes of some companies.
However, we think that the 
situation is not like this. Once
again, we would like to 

remember with respect,
Thomas Alva Edison, who in-
vented the regular electric
light bulb. Edison, the sup-
porter and representative of
direct current (DC), who es-
tablished his own laboratory at
the age of 10, who enlightened
the future of our world and
technology by inventing the
light bulb, and who holds over
1,000 patents, was suspended
from school by his teachers
for not being bright enough
when he first started school,
so was educated with private
teachers for three years.

Then how could he make so
many inventions?
This is exactly what we are try-
ing to say. When Edison was
asked ‘What is the secret of
your success?’ his response
was:  “One percent inspiration
and 99 percent perspiration”.
We believe that everything can
be achieved by working. That
is why I tell my R&D staff:
“Don’t wait for inspiration, just
work.” In fact, our greatest
problem in both the industry
and in all aspects of life is that
we are not producing creative
generations. We haven’t been
able to solve this problem in
spite of the changes made to
our education system. 
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If you want export markets,
you need to focus on R&D and
innovation. The next priority
area is price advantage. The
rest in comparison is trivial
detail. They would make sev-
eral pages on other details if
you wrote it all down, but in
fact, they are only supplemen-
tary factors.

What is the importance 
of logistical support systems
for an army?
It is said that the best weapon
is a well-trained soldier. How-
ever, this superior weapon
works with water and bread.
He needs to be clean and to
rest. Humanity has been pro-

ducing various deadly weapon
systems. Every day a new
weapon is produced and an-
other is taken out of the inven-
tories, but humans are
irreplaceable and no alterna-
tive has been found. There-
fore, regardless of its size,
every army needs these sys-
tems, no matter who the
enemy is. Napoleon said: “An
army marches on its stom-
ach”, but his army was devas-
tated in the course of the
Moscow campaign and even
he only just avoided freezing to
death. If you can defeat the na-
ture and geography by using
logistical support systems,
then comes the enemy. Sup-

ported by logistic systems, you
can defeat the enemy with
your soldiers and weapons.
But unfortunately, our history
is full of tragic examples
where this did not happen. The
Balkan War and the World
War I are logistical disasters
for us. Especially, our
Sarıkamış Operation was very
tragic.

As ÖZTİRYAKİLER, to what do
you owe your success in the
production, marketing and 
especially exports of Defence
Industry Logistical Support
Systems? 
We produce customer ori-
ented solutions. We are also
innovative and we have price
advantage. We select our tar-
get markets in crisis regions
and regions with which we
have cultural ties. These re-
gions include the Middle East,
Central and South Asia, and
Africa. Besides, although we
are operating in the defence
industry, we are making pro-
duction in a very different field,
that of logistics. We produce
and sell mobile field support
systems such as mobile
kitchens, bathrooms, toilets,
ovens, laundries and water
treatment systems on con-
tainers or trailers. We don’t
have products that are ready

in storage or on the shelves.
The customer contacts us, de-
fines its needs, and we pre-
pare the product in line with
their requests. This means
that we are able to produce all
types of products in order to
meet the demands of all types
of customers and armies. And
this is not an easy job.

Would you like to add anything?
We don’t consider what we do
in terms of the production and
trade of logistical support sys-
tems and industrial kitchen
products is sufficient. We have
various on-going social re-
sponsibility projects and in-
ternship programmes. We
also closely follow activities,
such as symposiums related
to the defence industry. We
submit our opinions and rec-
ommendations to relevant au-
thorities in writing and we
bring up various issues on the
agenda and make suggestions
through related associations.
Frankly speaking, we have not
received any negative feed-
back until now. All the civil and
military bureaucrats have
given us a warm welcome and
given the Turkish industry kind
words of encouragement.
I would like to thank you for
giving me the opportunity to
express my opinions.
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Mobile water purification system

Container type ablution unit





However, in Turkey, 
the concept of project
management is not

fully understood and some of
the information related to it is
incorrect. We estimate that
even an improvement of one
percent regarding national
activity in this field may result
in the saving of billions of dol-
lars across all sectors and in
our national budget. There-
fore, it is very important to
raise awareness in the field of

project management, not
only in terms of training com-
petent staff to carry out the
job. Of equal importance is
the need to accurately define
the expectations of the con-
tracting authorities as well as
the contractors. 
Mindful of this fact, in Febru-
ary 2010, we initiated the 
National Professional Project
Managers’ Conference (UPMK).
At the end of May in the same
year, in other words just

three months following our
decision, the first UPMK was
organised.
The first meeting was at-
tended by Murat Karayalçın,
Former Minister of Foreign
Affairs, Murad Bayar, Under-
secretary for Defence Indus-
tries (SSM) at the time, and
representatives from TOKİ,
TürkTelekom, and numerous
public institutions and private
organisations, thereby mak-
ing UPMK quite distinct from
other project management
events. First of all, it changed
the focus of the meeting from
one of project management
methodology. This confer-
ence focused on Turkish proj-

ect managers (as individuals),
the occupation itself, and
local professional experi-
ences. Furthermore, the
event turned out to be a
meeting point for the project
managers, in terms of their
professional solidarity and
networking.
The Turkish Professional
Project Managers’ Institute
(TPYME) was established in
line with the opinions and
recommendations of the par-
ticipants of the first confer-
ence held in 2011.  It was
implemented, not as an offi-
cial legal entity, but for 
professional solidarity and
development. TPYME was
established as a platform,
based on professional liabili-
ties of the members without
any financial considerations,
in order to overcome the ad-
ministrative, executive and fi-
nancial challenges that would
have been inevitable with the
status of an association or
foundation.
The arrangements carried
out by the MCM Grup’s trade
name and financial responsi-
bility started to be conducted
by NORM Education Associa-
tion and TPYME Platform as
of 2013. This structure also
allowed the members of the
founding team to apply to the
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National 
Professional 
Project Managers’
Conference 2016
Project Managers should have a say in 
the state of affairs of a country at least 
as much as the businessmen. If those 
in the business world represent capital,
the project managers represent action. 
Seçil FIRAT 1 / secil@norm.org.tr
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Vocational Qualifications Au-
thority (MYK) for the estab-
lishment of a Professional
Standard for Project Man-
agers. 
In the UPMK, hosted by
TPYME in 2014, the Çetin
Ceviz (Tough Nut) Project
Manager Awards were pre-
sented for the first time. After
that it has become a yearly
tradition. The Çetin Ceviz
Awards are announced at the
closing session of UPMK, fol-
lowing the project managers’
evaluation. The projects are
nominated by a jury consist-
ing of TPYME members and
are awarded according to
various categories, such as
Best Project Manager, Best
Assistant Project Manager,
Best Project Management
Team Member, Best Junior
Project Manager and Best
Project. In 2014, Turkey’s
first; 
n Best Project Manager 

(Female) award was 
received by Feride AKÇA
from Altay Koll. Şti., and 

n Best Project Manager
(Male) award was received
by Tuna ATA from AVEA. 

The winners of 2015 awards
were as follows:
n Best Junior Project 

Manager - Tanya KAYSOYDU
(Yeni Bir Lider Derneği)
and Hakan KARABULUT
(Avrupa Gençlik Topluluğu
Derneği)

n Best Project Management 
Team Member - Tuğçe

KIZILGİL (Altay Koll. Şti.) 
and Çağdaş AKARSU
(Vestel) 

n Best Assistant Project
Manager - Sinem YİĞİNER
(Toros Tarım A.Ş.) and
Tolga BAŞTÜRK
(TÜBİTAK)

n Best Project Manager -
Zeliha ÜNALDI (UN) and
Erkan HELVACILAR 
(Koç Information and 
Defense Technologies Inc.)

n Best Project - Message
Terminal Unit (MTÜ) - 
Koç Information and 
Defense Technologies Inc.

With UPMK, which addresses
project managers across all
sectors, we bring together
project managers once a year

and provide them with oppor-
tunities to expand their net-
works and share their
opinions and recommenda-
tions about issues related
with Turkey. It’s our opinion
that project managers should
have a say in the state of af-
fairs of the country at least as
much as the businessmen.  If
those in the business world
represent capital, the project
managers represent action.
Organised annually since
2011, this year UPMK invites
project managers from every
sector to become panellists,
make presentations, and be a
candidate for the Çetin Ceviz
(Tough Nut) Awards on
March 10, 2016 at 14:00.

The NORM Education Consultancy Association is an association 
established to improve human resources, and is particularly aimed
at young people in Turkey. To this end it conducts various training,
support, and consultancy services as well as European Union 
Projects. In addition, TPYME is also aiming to carry out more 
sustainable and long-term activities through the annually 
organised UPMK and student clubs at universities.
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Şebnem ASİL: DIMDEX will be 
organized for the 5th time. How do you
position DIMDEX?
Brig. AL-KUWARI: DIMDEX is the largest
specialised maritime naval defence and
security exhibition in the Middle East and
North Africa (MENA) region and has con-
tinually grown in size and reputation
since the first edition of the show in 2008.
DIMDEX is now a leading event in the in-
ternational maritime defence and secu-
rity calendar, and is significant by
welcoming the global defence commu-
nity to the MENA region and by helping
to raise Qatar’s international profile. Act-
ing as a gateway of the lucrative MENA
market, DIMDEX 2016 is significant for
defence companies looking to meet new
buyers and suppliers, gather market in-
formation, and network with senior rep-
resentatives from the Qatar Armed
Forces and other key defence decision-
makers.

Şebnem ASİL: This year, DIMDEX 
will be organized by the Qatar Armed
Forces. What will be the reflections 
of this change? In which respects, 
the organization of DIMDEX or execution
of the event will be different?
Brig. AL-KUWARI: Taking place during
29 to 31 March, DIMDEX 2016 will be the
first edition of show to be organised by
the Qatar Armed Forces, also hosting
the event as with previous editions. This
is beneficial for exhibitors as there is
now a direct relationship between sell-
ers -exhibitors- and the buyer -Qatar
Armed Forces-, helping exhibitors to
demonstrate their latest maritime de-

fence technologies and maximise their
chances of trade deals.

Şebnem ASİL: A press meeting for 
DIMDEX 2016 was performed during
IDEF 2015 and this meeting officially 
launched DIMDEX 2016. What advantages
did IDEF provide for the launch of 
DIMDEX?
Brig. AL-KUWARI: IDEF was an excel-
lent platform to launch DIMDEX 2016
due to a number of factors including
IDEF’s respected reputation, its large
size and the diversity of countries and
exhibitors participating. Trade flows and
relations between Qatar and Turkey have
continued to strengthen and grow and in
reference to DIMDEX specifically, Turkey
has been a continually strong supporter
of the show over the years.

Şebnem ASİL: The relations between
Turkey and Qatar are warm and close. 

In October, High-Tech Port by MUSIAD
Qatar event was organized in Doha. 
During this event, two sides improved
their cooperation much further. Should
we expect the participation of Turkish
companies to DIMDEX to increase the 
relations as a result of meetings carried
out in High-Tech Port by MUSIAD Qatar?
Brig. AL-KUWARI: Qatari-Turkish rela-
tions continue to grow stronger in every
aspect. Another example for developing
relations between two countries through
cultural partnerships involving govern-
ment entities, organisations and individ-
uals  is celebration of the Qatar-Turkey
2015 Year of Culture..
Turkish exhibitors have shown great lev-
els of interest in the Qatari market and
the MENA region in general. The size of
Turkish representation at DIMDEX has
always been impressive, and Turkey has
had the largest pavilion throughout all
the previous editions of DIMDEX. It is ex-
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DIMDEX:
Gate to MENA Region
Doha International Maritime Defence Exhibition 
(DIMDEX) will be organized for the 5th time between
29 and 31 March, 2016. Brig. Dr. (Eng) Thani 
A. Al-Kuwari, Chairman of DIMDEX, answered 
questions of MSI TDR regarding the expectations
from DIMDEX and the changes in the organization 
of the event.
Şebnem ASİL / s.asil@milscint.com



pected that the participation of Turkish
companies to DIMDEX 2016 will increase
commercial opportunities of those work-
ing in naval defence and security tech-
nology continue to grow in the MENA
region.

Şebnem ASİL: What are your expectations
for 2016? Can you provide numerical 
figures, such as expected number of 
exhibitors, delegations, and visitors?

Brig. AL-KUWARI: With guidance from
our patron, His Highness, The Emir,
Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad Al-Thani, and
with the Qatar Armed Forces organising
DIMDEX for the first time, expectations
for DIMDEX 2016 are high. DIMDEX 2016
will retain the same successful multi-di-
mensional format as with previous 
editions, being the exhibition; VIP dele-
gations; visiting warships and the high-
level Middle East Naval Commanders

Conference (MENC) offering a compre-
hensive insight into the key factors influ-
encing the maritime defence industry in
the region.
DIMDEX is a biennial event and each
successive edition of the show has wit-
nessed an increase in not only the
number of exhibitors and VIP delega-
tions, but also the sophistication of 
the exhibition’s organisation. DIMDEX
2016 is expected to be the most suc-
cessful edition of the show to date with
unprecedented levels of interest cur-
rently being show by international and
local exhibitors, and an increase in ex-
hibitor space on previous years at the
show’s home in the Qatar National
Convention Centre has already been
confirmed.

Şebnem ASİL: Do you have a 
special message for potential Turkish
participants?
Brig. AL-KUWARI: The Organising Com-
mittee of DIMDEX 2016 extends a warm
Qatari welcome to all our visiting friends
– old and new – to the world-class busi-
ness hub of Doha in March 2016. With
studies indicating that security deals in
the MENA region are on the rise, local
and international participants are in a
good position to win future business at
DIMDEX 2016.

On behalf of our readers, we would 
like to thank Brig. Dr. (Eng) Thani 
A. Al-Kuwari, Chairman of DIMDEX, 
for taking the time to answer our 
questions and for providing us with
such valuable information.
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Into the Fray: 
The Importance 

of Sub-Tier 
Suppliers in the

Supply Chain
The bulk of Turkey’s defence 

achievements are attributed to its largest
and most prestigious star players such as
ASELSAN, DEARSAN, FNSS, HAVELSAN,

Otokar, ROKETSAN, TAI, TEI, ARES 
Shipyard and Yonca-Onuk Shipyard.
While these players have advanced 
beyond Turkey’s borders and made 

important strides in the international
market, the bulk of Turkey’s Aerospace &

Defence  (A&D) industry is comprised of
small and medium sized enterprises

(SMEs) that are often overlooked when
evaluating the country’s achievements 

at home and abroad.

MSI

Neha Ghanshamdas* / nghanshamdas@gbreports.com
*Journalist, Global Business Reports
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CNK Aerospace participates in the commercial
aircraft programs of Airbus and Boeing and
produces structural components.

“T here is a problem in our defence sector. While there
are a number of large-scale companies and small-
scale companies, there are no mid-sized companies

that can assimilate smaller companies’ capabilities and be in-
tegrated to large-scale companies,” explained managing di-
rector and member of the board of Space and Defence
Technologies (SDT) Fatih Unal.
Today over 2,000 SMEs are operating in Turkey’s A&D sector,
performing critical work for the industry. Ranging from OSSA’s
manufacturing members in Ankara to high technology compa-
nies within Teknokent Defence Industry Cluster (TSSK) and
Teknopark Istanbul to those making engine parts and
aerostructures in Eskisehir and Izmir, these companies form
the foundation of Turkey’s growth. As the sector is projected
to grow by 4 to 5% over the next five years, it will be crucial for
Turkey to bolster its lower rung of companies and promote the
growth of a healthy and balanced A&D economy. 

Turkey’s Tech Savants
Like many other developing economies, Turkey has succeeded
in growing its IT and software industry to a level that is inter-
nationally competitive. With a pool of educated labour com-
prised of talented engineers, the state has recognized and
acted upon its competitive advantage.
“Turkey is a unique country in that it supports the country’s IT
sector with many incentives. IT has been named an industry
with great potential in Turkey and in order to grow that poten-
tial the government has formulated incentives to support it.
These include incentives such as technology development
zones and project incentives from institutions like TUBITAK,
which are successful not only from a price perspective but in
developing competitiveness,” said CEO of software develop-
ment company ICterra, H. Vedat Uslu.
Nevertheless, the government needs to continuously support
the growth of private companies, such as MilSOFT. The firm is
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CNK Aerospace reinforces 
its position in the industry 
by taking part in international 
projects.

a success story that now focuses its efforts on niche, technolo-
gies that are unique to Turkey in the areas of C4I and training
and simulation, among several others. Through co-production
and involvement with international programs and projects,
Turkey has and will continue to work to increase its knowledge
base. 
“During the 1990s there were joint ventures in Turkey that en-
gaged in co-production, through which people got experience
building complex defence systems. Indigenous development
programs began in the 2000s and there have been many engi-
neers who have developed products, platforms and systems.
Hence there is certain level of experience, but now we are ar-
riving at the second stage in which we have to build the very
subsystems underneath the platforms,” said managing direc-
tor and member of the board at Space and Defence Technolo-
gies (SDT), Fatih Unal.
While there is plenty of room for growth, companies like
ICterra and SDT have both managed to successfully fill gaps in
the local and international markets with their software devel-
opment and sensor products and capabilities. Other firms like
BITES and AEROTIM Engineering are also breaking borders
with their innovations. Technology firm BITES was recently rec-
ognized as one of the country’s top 50 technology companies
for their impressive work with augmented reality (AR), artificial
intelligence and software solutions. The applications of AR
technology are growing in today’s aerospace and defence mar-
ket, and BITES is one of few select Turkish companies that are
investing in its development. 
Established as a university spinoff company in ODTU Tekno-
kent, AEROTIM Engineering has been selected as a single
source vendor for an FFS Level-D Turkish Army helicopter
simulator program. The company is the only one building sim-
ulation software for helicopters and other unconventional flying
objects-providing flight dynamics models, control systems and
engine models for simulators-in the Turkish market. The time
is ripe for Turkey to develop its own technologies, rather than
reworking those already on the market. 

Cogs in the Wheel 
Further along the A&D supply chain, the majority of Turkey’s
SMEs are engaged in subcontracting or manufacturing of small
parts and sub assemblies. While many of these players have
successfully secured contracts with large local and interna-
tional OEMs and governments, others remain dependent on



offsets. As Turkey continues along its growth trajectory, it will
be important for the NATO member to promote the competi-
tiveness of its smaller manufacturers.  
“Offsets are critical for defence and aerospace programs, and
while CNK Aerospace is not an offset based company, they do
serve as good leverage. However, offsets simply open doors. If
companies become dependent on offset driven business, they
will never survive in a legitimate business environment,” said
general manager of CNK Aerospace, Melih Han Bilgin.
As a result of the company’s involvement with Airbus and 
Boeing commercial aircraft programs, parts manufacturer
CNK Aerospace was able to develop the necessary experience
to expand its horizons and secure its place within a prestigious
international defence program.
“There are only six companies in Turkey that are eligible to
supply detail parts and mechanical units to the JSF Program
and CNK Aerospace is one of them,” said General Manager 
Bilgin.
Other Turkish SMEs have also established themselves as di-
rect and indirect suppliers to Boeing, Airbus, AgustaWestland,
KAI, GE, Sikorksy, Pratt & Whitney, and the US Department of
Defense (DoD). Turkish suppliers attractiveness has stemmed
in part from the abundance of skilled low cost labour. This is
evident in Eskisehir, where Aycan Aviation has evolved from
working with one client to becoming the world’s sole supplier
for aft shaft parts on high-pressure turbines.
“Eskisehir is a strong region for SME growth, allowing us the
flexibility to offer lower costs without compromising quality.
This is due to the fact that we have excellent access to labour
through the Eskisehir Aviation Cluster (ESAC), a local airbase,
and nearby universities with reputable civil aviation depart-
ments. Local and national governments are also supportive of
the aviation industry and collaboration with other SMEs is
strong,” said chairman of the board at Aycan Aviation, Adnan
Canseven.
Many SMEs like CNK Aerospace and Aycan Aviation are looking
to capitalize on their strengths and increase their international
business. In order to accomplish this however, Turkish com-
panies will have to become more integrated, and invest in au-
tomation and supply chain management technologies.

Filling in the Gaps
Within complex supply chains, each service and piece of equip-
ment plays a vital role in the completion of a given platform or
system. In line with the country’s indigenous production goals,
Turkey’s A&D industry is committed to building its own niche
capabilities, and decreasing its dependence on foreign imports.
Turkey’s smaller companies have stepped up to the plate, and
successfully managed to meet some of the local demand for
specialized services and parts.
For example, local firm ASPILSAN is one of the world’s five
producers of military batteries, and the only one in Turkey. 
ASPILSAN has managed to meet a good portion of the Turkish
Armed Forces demand, and is striving to further its reach in
the global marketplace.
“As the quality of our products is well above world standards
and the levels required by military contracts, today all air ve-
hicles in the Turkish Armed Forces are equipped with our bat-
teries. ASPILSAN wants to serve the military’s complete
energy needs, from small batteries for radios to larger batter-
ies for aircraft and power units. We are looking to become a

one-stop-shop for large and small companies alike,” said gen-
eral manager Ferhat Ozsoy. 
Similarly, Baturalp-Taylan is the sole provider of engine testing
and automation services in Turkey, and the single source local
supplier of engine test cells to the Turkish Armed Forces.
There is significant demand for this niche service, tempting
Baturalp-Taylan to look past Turkey for new business oppor-
tunities. However, limited offerings at home have compelled
service provider to focus on serving the Turkish market 
for now. 
Other firms such as Bodycote have also recognized unmet
needs in Turkey’s A&D industry. As a growing market, Turkey
does not always meet all international quality standards, es-
pecially in the world of heat treatment. In fact, many local play-
ers look to service providers outside of Turkey to perform
specialized processing. As a result Bodycote came to the Turk-
ish market through a joint venture with local company ISTAS,
to bring its expertise as a long standing multinational to 
the region. 
“Overall, demand within this sector is growing and Bodycote
ISTAS continues to receive new enquiries not only from OEMs
like ROKETSAN, ASELSAN and TAI, but also from their suppli-
ers, which are crucial for our business, said vice president
Eastern Europe (south) of Bodycote ISTAS, Baris Telseren.
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ICterra aims to fill the gaps in local and international markets with its relevant expertise
and software development skills. 
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The Take -Over Ceremony for the Peo-
ple’s Republic of China Military At-

taché was held in Ankara on January 22.
The invitees were welcomed by Colonel
Enxiong Cui, his successor Colonel QinLi
Zheng, and their spouses.  Turkish Armed
Forces personnel, as well as foreign civil
and military diplomats, attended the 
ceremony. 
At the ceremony, the opening address was
given by His Excellency Hongyang Yu, the
Ambassador of the People’s Republic of
China to Turkey. Subsequently, Brigadier
General Jozef Viktorin, Dean of AMAC;
Colonel Cui; and Colonel Zheng also gave
speeches. In their speeches, His Excel-
lency Ambassador Yu and Brigadier Gen-
eral Viktorin, Dean of AMAC, thanked
Colonel Cui for his devotion to his work and
the contributions he had made during his
two-year tenure to the military coopera-
tion and coordination between the Peo-
ple’s Republic of China and Turkey. In
addition, they bid success and best wishes
to Colonel Cui and his family for his future
military and civil life. They also wished
success and expressed their warmest
wishes to Colonel Zheng and his family. On
behalf of the AMAC group, Brigadier Gen-

eral Viktorin, the Dean of AMAC, presented
Colonel Cui with a gift, as a tribute to the
relinquishing of the AMAC and in memory

of the collaborative duties they carried out
together in Turkey. The ceremony ended
with a reception.
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Take Over Ceremony for People’s Republic of China Military Attaché

Left to right: MAJ Nurgali SADYK, Deputy Defence Attaché of the Republic of Kazakhstan, LCDR Igor SERDYUK, Assistant Naval Attaché of Russian Federation, COL Andrey DOVGER, 
Military and Air Force Attaché of Russia Federation, COL Enxiong CUI, Defence Attaché of P.R. China (predecessor), COL Oleg OBINOCHNIY, Assistant Military Attaché of Russia Federation,
COL Hossein BEKHOON, Military Attaché of the Islamic Republic of Iran

Left to right: Mrs ZHENG, COL QinLi ZHENG, Defence Attaché of P.R. China (successor), Mrs CUI, COL Enxiong CUI, Defence 
Attaché of P.R. China (predecessor)

On behalf of Ankara Military Attache Corps (AMAC), BG Jozef VIKTORIN, Dean of AMAC
presenting plaque to COL Enxiong CUI, Defence Attaché of P.R. China (predecessor)

H.E. Hongyang YU, the Ambassador of P.R. China to Turkey COL Enxiong CUI, Defence Attaché of P.R. China 
(predecessor)

COL QinLi ZHENG, Defence Attaché of P.R. China 
(successor)

Prepared by: Birol TEKİNCE / btekince@milscint.com
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The 67th anniversary of India’s National
Day was celebrated at a reception held

in Ankara on January 26. The guests were
welcomed at the entrance by H.E. Shefali
Kulshreshth, the Ambassador of India to
Turkey, Colonel Vikas Slathia, Defence At-
taché, and their spouses. Many members
of the Turkish Armed Forces attended the
reception, together with foreign civil and
military diplomats, representatives of the
Turkish defence industry, and numerous
other guests.
When delivering his opening speech, Am-
bassador Kulshreshth made a special
point of welcoming the guests, who came
to the reception despite the very cold
weather; at around -20oC, these were
temperatures that Ankara had not expe-
rienced in recent years.

India Celebrates 
National Day 
in Ankara

Left to right: COL QinLi ZHENG, Defence Attaché of P.R. China, LTC Janos VARGA, Defence, Military and Air Attaché of Hungary, COL Jose Ignacio NOGUEIRA, Defence, 
Military, Naval and Air Attaché of the Republic of Chile, COL Hossein BEKHOON, Military Attaché of the Islamic Republic of Iran, COL Iulian-Adrian COSTEA, Defence, Military,
Naval & Air Attaché of Romania, COL Vikas SLATHIA, Defence Attaché of India, COL Robert J. GEERDES, Defence Attaché of Netherlands, BG Reinhard SCHÖBERL, Defence 
Attaché of Austria, BG Marc H. SASSEVILLE, Defense Attaché of the USA, COL Mohamed HADJAOUI, Defence Attaché of Algeria, BG Mohamed ABDOU, Defence Attaché of the
Arab Republic of Egypt, Birol TEKİNCE, Coordinator of Editorial Board, MSI TDR

Left to right: Mrs. SLATHIA, COL Vikas SLATHIA, Defence Attaché of India, Mrs. KULSHRESHTH, H.E. Shefali 
KULSHRESHTH, the Ambassador of India to Turkey

Left to right: LTC Janos VARGA, Defence, Military and Air Attaché of Hungary, LTC Yordan FILEV, Military, Air and Naval Attaché of Bulgaria, BG Jozef VIKTORIN, Defence Attaché 
of the Slovak Republic, COL Faisal SAUD, Army Attaché of Pakistan, BG Mohamed ABDOU, Defence Attaché of the Arab Republic of Egypt, COL Mohamed HADJAOUI, 
Defence Attaché of Algeria, COL Milan KRANJEC, Defence Attaché of the Republic of Slovenia, BG Turki Abdulhussein WALEED, Defence Attaché of Iraq, Birol TEKİNCE, Coordinator 
of Editorial Board, MSI TDR








